ABSTRACT
SIDDIKA, SALMA. Thermomechanical Behavior of Polymer: Small Molecule Blends Enabling
Insights into Mechanical and Morphological Stability of Organic Solar Cells. (Under the direction
of Dr. Brendan T. O’Connor)
In recent years organic solar cells (OSCs) have shown tremendous growth in device
efficiency. The development of non-fullerene small molecule acceptor (SMA) has brought the
power conversion efficiency close to their silicon counterparts. Owing to their intrinsic
deformability, lightweight and roll-to-roll fabrication compatibility OSCs are especially suitable
for large scale flexible device application. Several efforts are being made for their
commercialization, such as building integrated solar modules. But prior to broad
commercialization, morphological and mechanical stability needs to be ensured. Current high
efficiency OSCs are mostly comprised of donor polymer: SMA blends. Those blends are prone to
mechanical failure due to the embrittlement characteristics of the SMA. In addition, the device
stability can be poor due to the high diffusion kinetics of the SMA. While morphological stability
and mechanical behavior have been studied in various OSC material systems, how these
characteristics are fundamentally related has not been well defined. This work seeks to understand
these fundamental features of polymer: SMA blends that drive mechanical stability and the
relationships between mechanical and morphological stability. The device efficiency and the
mechanical properties are highly dependent on the materials selection, blend composition, and the
process dependent local morphology. Given the films are typically quenched into a nonequilibrium morphology, it is important that the mechanical behavior is characterized under these
same conditions to understand the expected mechanical stability as well as to inform processing
strategies and device stability. To meet this need, we have developed a kirigami-inspired thin-film
(KIT) test method to test the dynamic mechanical behavior of bulk heterojunction films in device-

relevant morphologies. In this approach, a kirigami inspired substrate is used to support the active
layer. The supporting substrate has a cut pattern that effectively transfers the applied load to the
film of interest during testing. Using this method, we show that the thermomechanical behavior of
the active layer is dependent on processing conditions which has important implications for
mechanical stability. We use the kigiami-inspired DMA testing approach to show how
thermomechanical behavior of the blend film provides clear insights into the toughness of the film
and molecular diffusion of the SMA in a donor polymer. In particular, we show that the
suppression of the side-chain relaxation of the conjugated polymer results in a drop in the loss
tangent (tan delta), which results in the embrittlement of the film. Furthermore, we provide a
framework that explains how molecular interaction energy between the SMA and polymer drives
the observed diffusion-mechanics relationships. Another issue that arises when considering the
blend mechanical and morphological stability behavior is not knowing the neat SMA thermal
relaxation behavior. To accurately assess the impact of the SMA in the blend films, there is a need
to capture the neat SMA thermomechanical behavior. SMA films are extremely brittle, and
traditional DMA approaches such as tensile loading cannot be used. The brittle nature of the film
also prohibits the use of the KIT approach. Therefore, we have developed a thin PI supported
approach to obtain brittle SMA thermal relaxation behavior. This DMA technique in combination
with isothermal crystallization of the SMA in blend films using differential scanning calorimetry
was used to understand the crystallization behavior of the SMA and related OSC stability. Lastly,
we consider the use of ternary blends with two-polymers and a SMA to balance mechanical and
morphological stability. We found that limiting the volume fraction of the SMA to approximately
20% can ensure improved device performance, as well as thermal stability, while retaining
mechanical benefits of all-polymer solar cells.
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1. Organic Solar cell active layer and mechanical properties
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 Organic Semiconductors and organic solar cell active layers
The next generation electronic devices are opening up a wide range of exciting new
applications such as flexible lighting1 and display technologies2–4, wearables sensors for health
monitoring5–7, implantable electronics for better medical diagnostics8–10 and lightweight and
conformable energy harvesting devices and sensors11,12. While conventional inorganic
semiconductors can perform these functions, flexible organic electronics offer mechanical
compliance to conform to folding, twisting, and stretching of complex and dynamic surfaces which
is impossible through rigid Si and GaN. Not only flexibility, biocompatibility and biodegradability
can be achieved through polymers. Organic semiconductor are intrinsically deformable,
lightweight, affordable and solution processable in thin films.
An organic semiconductor is a material primarily based on carbon and hydrogen that
exhibits semiconducting properties, including single molecules, short chain (oligomers) and
polymers. They demonstrate semiconducting behavior owing to their delocalized electrons.
Charge carriers can move via π-electron overlaps, especially by hopping, tunneling13,14 and related
mechanisms in presence of π-conjugate systems.
Organic solar cells are roll-to-roll printable into large area light weight devices15,16.
Researchers are trying to cover the curved surfaces of building and boat sails with OSC’s to use
the solar power in large scale operation. The device efficiency has already reached around 19%17
in laboratory scale BHJ OSC’s which is close to their inorganic counterpart Silicon solar cell
reaching a maximum of 26%18,19. A typical Inverted OSC consist of cathode (e.g. ITO)/Hole

1

transporting layer (e.g. ZnO)/active layer (blend of donor polymer and SMA)/electron transporting
layer (e.g. MoO3)/Ag (anode).

Figure 1. 1 (a) Schematic of bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaic (OPV) device. (b) Band gap
diagram demonstrating principle of OPV operation (Illustration courtesy of Dr. Brendan T.
O’Connor) (c) Example of molecular structures for conjugated polymers and small molecules.
The main functioning steps of an OSC, or organic photovoltaic (OPV) device, are outlined
in Figure 1.1(b). Photons are absorbed by the photoactive layer of the OPV cell20. For the incident
photons to be absorbed by the OPV active layer, the photon needs to have energy that is greater than
the optical bandgap (difference between their highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)) of the photoactive layer. Absorbed photons lead to
the creation of an exciton (electron and hole pair that is coulombically bound). Then the exciton are
separated into a free hole and electron at the interface between the donor and acceptor materials.
The exciton diffusion length is short, on the order of 10 nm21. Thus, the BHJ of active layers are
optimized to allow for shorter diffusion lengths to result in excitions reaching the donor/acceptor
interface, otherwise the recombination of the electron and hole happens.
Then the newly generated electrons and holes diffuse to their respective electrode. Holes
diffuse towards the higher work function electrode and electrons diffuse towards the lower work
2

function electrode. Losses during the charge transportation process are mitigated through
incorporating interlayers between the BHJ active layer and the electrodes. These interlayers raise
or lower the work function of the respective electrodes to allow for better alignment of the energy
bands of the BHJ materials. Interlayers are often referred to as the hole transport layer (HTL) and
electron transport layer (ETL) in the device stack, depending on which electrode they contact.

1.1.2 OSC stability
BHJ OSC stack consists of several different layers with different functionalities. Failure of
any of the layers can result in performance degradation. The primary modes of failure will be
chemical, morphological, or mechanical in nature. Each of the layers respond differently to
external loads such as mechanical deformation, thermal load, penetration of active chemical species
such as water, oxygen etc.
The morphological stability of the OSC active layer depends on the intrinsic morphology
of the active layer constituents and the molecular interaction between them. Mostly the optimized
OSC active layer morphology is a quenched non-equilibrium morphology that is prone to
thermodynamic relaxation at high temperature and extended time. A certain amount of mixed
amorphous phases (with a composition near the percolation threshold) is crucial for efficient
charge separation and extraction. High temperature accelerates the diffusion of SMA from the
polymer-SMA blends resulting into the performance deteriorations due to over-purified mixed
domains over time. Also SMA crystals nucleates and grows which creates a depleted SMA
regions22. Research has found thermodynamic miscibility (χ) obtained from phase diagram and
diffusion coefficient helps predict the morphological stability of the OSC active layer blends. A
stiff donor polymer and a high Tg SMA have been found to ensure long term morphological
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stability of the devices23.

Figure 1.2 (a) Schematic of external load an organic electronic device undergoes (Illustration
courtesy of Dr. Brendan T. O’Connor) (b) Example of various mode of failures of organic solar
cell.
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Phase separation of SMA acts as weak stress concentration point, making the blend
mechanically unstable. Also In the case of external mechanical load, each layer deforms leading to
formation of stresses within the films and interfacial stress between the films, eventually resulting
into cohesive or adhesive failure of the devices24–26. So understanding the thermomechanical
relaxation of the blend is crucial to ensure long term device stability.
1.1.3 Thermomechanical behavior of OSC active layers
As we have mentioned already, OPV active layers thermomechanical stability is essential
to ensure long term device application. However, polymer: SMA blend active layer is prone to
failure through morphological instability, which is associated with thermomechanical relaxation.
The strong diffusion kinetics of the fullerene and non-fullerene SMA’s are responsible for the
morphological based degradation23,27–31. On the other hand all polymer solar cell active layers has
been found thermally stable owing to the insignificant diffusion behavior between the polymer
donor and the acceptor32–34.
Thermomechanical relaxation behavior indicates the miscibility of the blend through the
development of one blend Tg or keeping the Tg’s of two component separate35–38. Dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) or Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)39–41Are the most popular
approaches to study thermomechanical relaxation. While these approaches provide insight into the
relaxation behavior of conjugated polymers, they have not been shown to be universally predictive
due to the complex molecular structures and packing nature of these materials. Molecular
simulation study gives idea about the neat polymer Tg42,43. Recently another approach has
developed of correlating the Tg of conjugated polymer with the atomic mobility44. The addition of
a stiffer, high Tg SMA increases the Tg of the mixed phase24,45–47. Study founds P3HT-PCBM has
the optimum morphology on CB and shows a single thermal relaxation peak in between the Tg of
5

P3HT and PCBM40. However the same blend shows two peaks in CF dictating non optimized
miscibility. Also Increasing PCBM ratio moves the peak closer to PCBM Tg, morphologically
segregating the phases. Increase of Tg reduces the mobility48 of the polymer chains and made
diffusion of the SMA difficult23,49,50. It increases the device active layers thermal stability but
impart antiplasticization characteristics on the blend51. This antiplasticization is found in the active
layer thermomechanical relaxation as a suppression of the secondary relaxation (sub-Tg)47,52–57.
The suppression behavior gets far more pronounced with the increase of SMA content.
Secondary (sub-Tg) relaxations indicates the ductile to brittle transition temperature of the
donor polymers58–60. Identifying each sub-Tg is difficult in case of conjugated donor polymers as
those are not always localized like commodity polymers60. The drop of ductility at a temperature
lower than the sub-Tg temperature depends on the polymer crystallinity, backbone and side chain
structure and also in the presence of active slip system which helps to dissipate energy and show
toughness. Like in case of PBNDT-FTAZ less mobile side chain structure like C-C-C bonds drop
the sub-Tg temperature larger than highly conformal C-O-C bond61. Also thiophene linkage
frustrates the mobility and Interaction between the Fluorine with the hydrogen and alkyl side
chains also acts as the controlling variable for sub-Tg relaxation. Similar behavior was obtained
by Sharma et al. when they compared PTB7 and PTB7-TH40. Side chain relaxations does not vary
with the polymer molecular weight like glass transition.
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Figure 1.3 a) Ductile polymer embrittlement (enhancement of elastic modulus and drop of %
elongation at break) with SMA addition62. (b) Secondary relaxation suppression on TQ1-PC61BM
blends47.
1.1.4 Mechanical behavior of OSC active layers
Recent state of the art high efficiency polymer-non fullerene SMA blends

63–65

shows

embrittlement characteristics62,66,67. This brittle behavior depends on to the donor polymer and
SMA individual stiffness and the interplay of the both component in terms of their ratio. The
brittleness aggravates with the increase of SMA ratio on the blend67. In case of neat donor polymers
the stress-strain behavior depends on their thickness, molecular weight and regioregularity60,68,69.
At a thickness lower than end to end distance of polymer chains, nanoconfinement effect is found
with a drop of elastic modulus70 and with the increase of molecular weight neat donor polymer
fracture resistance improves69,71. Regioregularity degrades the mechanical property though it
improves the device performance68,72,73. SMAs are brittle and there are less parameters that can be
modified to improve their ductility as compared to polymer semiconductors.
Both fullerene and non-fullerene SMA reduce mechanical ductility of OSC active layers66.
But the impact is worse when the SMA is stiffer. Research shows, low cohesive energy PCBM
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(0.25 ±0.09 J/m2) drops the strain to failure more than ITIC (0.51± 0.18 J/m2) for 25 wt.% polymerPCBM/ITIC blends66. Increasing the donor polymer molecular weight has been found helpful to
increase the fracture resistance of the polymer-SMA blend 69.
Several different approaches have been developed to improve the mechanical stability of
the OPV active layer. All polymer solar cell consisting of both polymer donor and acceptor shows
better mechanical stability than the polymer-SMA blends25,32,74–78. Development of intermixed
amorphous domain and small domain of neat polymers is the reason behind this. Interplay of both
polymer decides the blend behavior. Using two polymers of same mechanical ductility ensures
consistent ductile behavior in the blend62, whereas using one less ductile can drop the ductility of
the blend79. Improving the molecular weight of donor or acceptor polymer has a positive impact
on the all polymer blend mechanical properties41,80.
Another recently developed way is to use a combination of all polymer solar cell acceptor
with the non-fullerene or fullerene SMA. This combination allows optimizing both photovoltaic
and mechanical properties. Incorporation of 10-30 wt% of third SMA increases the device
efficiency while maintaining the ductility close to all polymer blends34,81,82. The mixing of a small
amount of SMA on the amorphous region of the all polymer blend brings the positive impact in
terms of mechanical properties. The 4th chapter of this dissertation will talk about this approach.
Addition of ductile polymer acceptor (N2200) on the donor polymer-SMA (PM6-Y7) blends helps
to achieve improved crack onset strain (COS) of 10 %83. In corporation of hydrophobic and
thermoplastic polymers (PDPS, SEBS) as a ternary component with polymer-NFSMA blends has
also been proven fruitful to overcome brittleness of the blend84,85. 10 wt% highly viscous PDPS
addition on TQF-N2200 blend resulted in a device efficiency of 6.87% coupled with an enormous
ductility of 50.92%. Using a ternary combination of two donor polymer with one SMA was proved
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effective to obtain ductile active layer blends too86. Lately, several research group has developed
polymerized SMAs75,76,78,87. Owing to their reduced crystallinity those SMA blended devices
provides high mechanical stability (%strain to failure ~15%)32,77 as well as impressive device
efficiency of around 18.32%88.
1.2 Characterization approaches used in this dissertation
1.2.1. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
In a DMA experiment, a polymer sample undergoes a direct application of oscillating
strain, force, amplitude or stress. In our case we applied sinusoidal oscillating strain (in the linear
viscoelastic region) and obtain a sinusoidal applied stress.

Figure 1. 4 (a) In-phase response from an applied perfectly elastic wave (b) Out-of-phase response
from a viscous wave (c) Viscoelastic materials response (in between a and b)89.
Polymers are essentially viscoelastic materials. The viscoelastic polymer response shows
a phase shift (δ in Figure 1(c)).
In-phase strain behavior is represented by the equation:
ɛʼ = ɛₒ sin(𝛿𝛿)…………………………………………………………………………... (1)
In-phase strain behavior is represented by the equation

ɛʼʼ = ɛₒ cos(𝛿𝛿)………………………………………………………………………...... (2)
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The vector sum of these two components gives us the overall or complex strain on the sample
ɛ ∗ = ɛʼ + 𝑖𝑖ɛʼʼ ………………………………………………………………………...… (3)

So, the complex elastic modulus, which is different from Young’s modulus, of the polymer
can be represented as
𝐸𝐸∗=𝐸𝐸′+𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′′……………………………………………………………………………….(4)

Where E’ is the storage modulus which is associated with the stored energy during deformation
and E” is the loss modulus which is associated with the loss in energy during relaxation.

The

damping behavior is measured as:
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡=𝐸𝐸"/𝐸𝐸′………………………………………………………………………………(5)
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Figure 1.5 (a) shows generally observed DMA signatures. The crankshaft model of polymer is
shown in Figure (b) (adapted from ref.89)89.
At a very low temperature, the molecules are tightly compressed. As the material warms
and expands, the free volume increases so that localized bond movements (bending and stretching)
and side chain movements can occur89,90. This solid state transition is called the delta and gamma
transition, Tδ and Tγ. With the increase of temperature eventually the whole side chains and
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localized groups of four to eight backbone atoms begin to move and beta transition (Tβ) happens.
All These Tδ, Tγ and Tβ transitions are called secondary sub-Tg transition. Researchers several
time showed a correlation between sub Tg and the toughness behavior of commodity polymers59,
recently Balar et al. showed this sub- Tg behavior is strongly related to the ductile to brittle
transition behavior of conjugated polymers too60. This dissertation will focus on to the sub Tg
behavior of bulk heterojunction solar cell active layer and their correlation to the toughness
behavior. As heating continues, large segments of the chains in the amorphous regions begin to
coordinate large-scale motions, which is called glass transition (Tg). The largest drop of storage
modulus happens at Tg. Also, physical properties changes drastically as the material goes from a
hard, glassy state to a rubbery state. The Tg is very dependent on the degree of polymerization.
Above a certain critical molecular weight it becomes close to independent of molecular weight89.

Figure 1.6 (a) Typical force displacement curve obtained from DMA89. (b) Polymer impregnated
glass mesh loading on DMA. (c) UV resin thermomechanical relaxation obtained from glass mesh
approach.
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DMA measurements conventionally require large amount of materials (around 1.5 mm
thickness for tensile clamp). Organic semiconductors are usually very expensive which makes it
costly to use the conventional approach. And also for device application thickness of the sample
is mostly limited in the nm range. This thin samples breaks during freestanding loading. So, an
approach of using a fiber glass mesh impregnated with the drop-cast polymer solution is used to
test samples on a DMA in tension mode41,47. This process has been used in several cases of this
dissertation. In this approach, the fiber strands are at 45º to its axis and the polymer solution is
repeatedly drop cast on the fiber glass mesh in a N2 filled glovebox until all the voids in the mesh
are filled with polymer upon drying. This 45º to its axis geometry of the sample ensures that no
tensile load acts on the fiber strands but on the material filled in the void. For glass mesh sample
thermomechanical relaxation an oscillating strain of 0.01 %, at the frequency of 1 Hz was applied
to the sample at the heating ramp of 3 ºC/min. The sample was first heated to 100 ºC to remove
moisture and residual solvents and then cooled to desired temperature before beginning the
measurement scan. The thermal transition temperature depends upon the frequency and the
temperature ramp. Increase in either of the parameters leads to increase in the thermal transition
temperature90.
There are three different ways of obtaining glass transition from a DMA curve, peak in tan
δ, peak in loss modulus or the onset of drop in storage modulus. In this dissertation peak in tan δ
was used to identify the glass transition temperature. Normally in semicrystalline polymer the glass
transition temperature cannot be seen on DMA, in place of that we obtain a peak related to the
aggregation behavior of DMA61. Also in this dissertation we carried out quenching experiment to
identify this aggregation peak. We heated the sample around the melting temperature, hold there
for 10 minutes then quench them directly in a liquid N2 bath before loading it on DMA.
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For SMA thermomechanical analysis we used DMA 850 powder clamp. The clamp is 35 mm in
length and made of stainless steel. It runs in dual cantilever mode. Powder samples were loaded in
the clamp to fill it up completely and then run with an oscillating strain of 0.1%. Strain frequency
of 1 Hz. After sample loading on DMA, sample was cooled to -100 °C using N2.
1.2.2. Thin film stress strain measurement
OSCs typically have thin film active layers of approximately 100 nm. Testing the stressstrain behavior of freestanding thin films that are nanometer scale in thickness is a challenge. Small
commercial tensile test machines, and dynamic mechanical analyzers needs film of micrometer
range thickness to obtain stress strain behavior. Also the mechanical properties obtained from the
bulk films is different for thin films. As the film thickness is decreased the proportion of self-chain
entanglement increases and the elastic modulus drops. Along with the confinement of polymer
chains91,92 the larger interfacial contribution (increased surface area to volume ratio) impact thin
film mechanical properties. Several ways have been developed to measure nanoscale thin film
mechanical properties including atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based Nano indentation93,
buckling-based metrology94,95, Brillouin light scattering (BLS)48, beam-bending deformation96,
and bubble AFM imaging technique97, film on air (TUFF)98 and film on water99 approach. In this
dissertation we have used mostly film on water and buckling based metrology (film on elastomer)
approach to measure thin film mechanical properties.
1.2.2.1. Film on water tensile test approach
Film on water (FOW) tensile testing is a pseudo free-standing testing approach. Water has
a high surface tension of 73 mN m-1 because of its strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding99. To
break its surface requires a large force, and this enables contacting objects to remain afloat.
Furthermore, viscosity of water is also low (1.002 mPa.s at room temperature). So, almost
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frictionless sliding on the water surface is possible. These superior characteristics of water has
made this process possible.
The stress strain behavior of thin polymer films as low as 18 nm can be measured using
this approach70. A custom FOW setup consisting of a strain stage (a thorlab strain stage) for custom
straining the film and a load cell (Kyowa load cell) to measure the force is used. The custom FOW
setup is shown in the Figure 1.7 (a). Initially thin polymer films are spin coated on a thin water
soluble polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) coated glass substrate. The PSS coated glass substrate is
prepared by spin coating (1% by weight PSS in DI water) at 5000 RPM for 60 secs, followed by
annealing at 120°C for 10 minutes. Then the thin film is floated on to the water through the
dissolution of the sacrificial PSS layer. A ~5 mm thick PDMS coating is used on the grips of both
strain stage and load cell end to connect the floated thin films with both ends using van der walls
adhesion. PDMS is used as the gripping material because of its superior adhesion to the solid
surfaces without slippage or delamination during the tensile test99.
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Figure 1.7 (a) FOW custom setup (b) Dogbone measurement used for tensile testing.
A custom dog bone (a smaller size adopted from the ASTM designated large size of dog
bone) shaped sample is used for the tensile testing. The measurement of the dog bone shape is
shown in Figure 1.7(b). 10.6µ CO2 laser cutter (1% power, 100% speed, and 1000 PPI) is used to
create the dog bone shape out of the spin coated thin film. A LabVIEW programme is used to corelate the load cell and strain stage values and to obtain the stress-strain curve. The test is normally
conducted at a strain rate of 1 %/sec.
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Figure 1.8 (a) PTB7-TH: IEICO4F dogbone sample loaded on the setup. (b) PTB7-TH stress strain
curve obtained from this approach.
All type of stress strain mechanical properties can be obtained from this approach. A
characteristic stress strain curve obtained from this approach is shown in Figure 1.8 (b). Apart
from measuring elastic modulus (EY), yield strength (σY) and ultimate strength (uT), the modulus
of toughness can be measured through integrating the area under the curve.
1.2.2.2. Film on Elastomer (FOE) approach:
Here in this dissertation FOE measurements was used to characterize elastic modulus of thin
SMA) films.

For elastic modulus measurement using this approach a PDMS-thin film laminate is used.
When the composite undergoes external strain (compression) buckling instabilities are generated
in the film100. This instability is a result of balancing the energy required to bend the stiff upper
film and the energy required to deform the soft underlying substrate. Shear stresses between the
film and the substrate is neglected during this measurement. There exists a critical wavelength (d)
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that minimizes the total strain energy in the system. This wavelength is dependent on the material
properties of both the film and substrate. Assuming a sinusoidal waveform of the buckling
instability, the Elastic modulus of the upper film is expressed as100:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑
=
×�
�³
2𝜋𝜋ℎ
(1 − 𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈²) (1 − 𝜈𝜈𝜈𝜈²)

Here, ES and Ef are the substrate and film elastic modulus,
νf and νs are the Poisson’s ratio of the film and substrate, and
h is film thickness and d is the critical wavelength.
This solution assumes the plate is in a state of plane strain. It’s valid in the limit of: (a) low
strain (ε << 10%), (b) Ef /Es >> 1, (c) the substrate being much thicker than the film, and (d) the
amplitude of the buckles is much smaller than their wavelength.

Figure 1.9 (a) Schematic representation of the FOE measurements of elastic modulus101. (b) Buckling
and crack image from optical microscope60.
Here, in this dissertation, the PDMS-thin film laminate was fabricated using a floating
approach. The polymer film was spin coated on a thin polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) film coated on glass
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substrate. Then the thin film is transferred on to the PDMS substrate through the dissolving of the
sacrificial PSS layer. The Poisson’s ratio of all semiconductor films is usually taken as 0.35, and for
PDMS it is taken as 0.5. The elastic modulus of the PDMS slab is calculated using a conventional
tensile test approach from the slope of stress-strain curve in the limit of 10% strain. Also the crack
onset strain can be measured using this process. It’s a simple way of measuring polymer ductility.
Using the same sacrificial PSS layer thin polymer film is transferred on PDMS and then strain in
tension. The strain% at which the first crack appears is takes as the crack onset strain (COS).The crack
features also provide a qualitative picture of ductility of the film. The cracks get arrested102 and form
pyramid shaped cracks in large COS films, while large channel cracks are observed for low COS brittle
films71.

1.2.3. Differential scanning calorimetry
Differential Scanning Calorimetry, or DSC, is a thermal analysis technique that measures
how a material’s heat capacity (Cp) is changed by temperature. A sample of known mass is heated
or cooled and the changes in its heat capacity are tracked as changes in the heat flow. This
technique allows the detection of transitions like melting, glass transitions, phase changes, and
curing103.
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Figure 1.10 (a) A typical temperature ramp DSC curve104 (b) Isothermal DSC curve showing
crystallization peak105.
Kinetic studies through DSC is done with two different methods, the sample is either heated
through a temperature ramp or isothermally, where the sample is held at a set temperature. In this
dissertation we have used DSC to study the isothermal crystallization behavior of the SMA on the
polymer-SMA blends. We have used a TA discovery DSC. The DSC samples were prepared by
drop casting of the polymer-SMA blend materials solution on clean glass slides, then the samples
were transferred into a vacuum chamber and kept under vacuum for 24 hours to remove the
residual solvent trapped in the film. The dried samples then were scratched from the glass slides
and moved to aluminum hematic pans used for DSC measurements. The cooling rate before
isothermal annealing was 100 °C/min. Baseline and temperature were calibrated with sapphire and
indium.
1.2.4. Film thickness measurement:
For organic solar cell application film thickness of around 100nm is used. Also for
mechanical property measurement like stress-strain behavior film thickness is important.
Thickness of the film depends on the solution concentration, coating procedure, spin coating recipe
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(time, acceleration) all those parameters. In this dissertation we have used Variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) for neat polymer and polymer-SMA blend thickness
measurement and profilometer for SMA thickness measurement.
1.2.4.1. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry
The mathematical theory for ellipsometric analysis is based on the Fresnel reflection or
transmission equations for polarized light encountering boundaries in planar multi - layered
materials106. It comes from the solutions to Maxwell's equations.

Figure 1.11 (a) Interaction of polarized light with a sample in VASE (b) Illustration of a layered
optical model.
The ellipsometric measurement is normally expressed in terms of Psi (ψ) and Delta (Δ):

tan(𝜓𝜓). 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌 =

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Where rp and rs are the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients of the sample for p- (in the
plane of incidence) and s- (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) polarized light (Figure 1.11
a). Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE) measures the complex ratio ρ a function
of both wavelength and angle of incidence. It measures the ratio of two values, so it is highly
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accurate and reproducible, and no reference material is necessary. Also Vase is very sensitive even
to the presence of very thin films.
We used J.A. Woollam VASE for our measurement. Also we used a layered optical model
(Figure 1.11 b). For FOE measurement we used silicon substrate with native oxide, the optical
constant is known so the built in model of complete ease was used. In case of FOW samples we
could not use the silicon substrate as the CO2 laser cannot cut on silicon substrate so a glass
substrate was used. To avoid backside reflection from the glass substrate we used black tapes
underneath. Still it was ensured during the model preparation that the backside depolarization data
was zero. In all cases Cauchy layer was used for model preparation and the thickness parameter
uniqueness fit was checked to ensure that the model was correct.
1.2.4.2. Profilometry
A diamond stylus contact profilometer was used for drop casted SMA thickness
measurement. It uses a probe to detect the surface. Then physically moves a probe along the surface
in order to acquire the surface height. This step done mechanically with a feedback loop that
monitors the force from the sample pushing up against the probe as it scans along the surface. A
feedback system known as ‘set point’ is used to keep the arm with a specific amount of torque on
it. The changes in the Z position of the arm holder can then be used to measure the thickness.
1.3 Structure of this dissertation
This dissertation is divided into 4 chapters for the remaining sections:
Chapter 2 will talk about a newly developed approach of obtaining device relevant spun cast thin
donor polymer and polymer-SMA blends thermomechanical relaxation behavior through DMA.
This approach will show the difference of the thermomechanical relaxation of spun and drop cast
films and will show the importance of using device relevant film DMA for understanding the
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secondary relaxation behavior of the blend. Also quantitative behavior like neat film storage
modulus was calculated through this approach.
Chapter 3 talks about the polymer: SMA blend secondary relaxation behavior and their possible
correlation with the ductility of the polymer: SMA blend and the stability of the devices for long
term application.
Chapter 4 will show a newly developed approach of brittle drop cast SMA, thermomechanical
relaxation through using a thin PI support. This chapter will also focus on the nucleation and
crystallization behavior of the SMA and their impact on to the blend thermomechanical relaxation.
Chapter 5 is about the development of a ternary blend all polymer solar cell-fullerene/non
fullerene SMA ternary device, where the incorporation of the ternary blend results into the
improved device performance, ductility and long term stability for application.
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2. Dynamic mechanical analysis of polymer thin films using a kirigami inspired support
Following chapter is adapted from the manuscript,
Siddika, S.; Balar, N.; Booth, R. E.; O’Connor, B. T. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of Polymer
Thin Films Using a Kirigami-Inspired Support. ACS Macro Lett. 2021, 10 (9), 1107–1112.
The dissertation author is the primary author of this paper.
2.1 Introduction
A clear view of the thermal relaxation behavior of polymer thin films is important for a
range of applications from protective coatings to thin film electronic41,47,107. This is particularly
true for flexible and stretchable organic electronics that are required to be mechanically robust.
The viscoelastic behavior of conjugated polymers has been found to provide insight into the
mechanical reliability of devices108,109. For example, a recent study by Balar et al. has shown that
the secondary thermal relaxations observed in conjugated polymers play an important role in film
toughness60. In addition, thermomechanical behavior has been connected to morphological
stability, particularly in blend films that are cast out of thermal equilibrium, as is typically the case
for bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic photovoltaics (OPVs)23,110,111. This is exemplified by
considering the highly efficient PM6:Y6 based solar cell that shows a 10% reduction in power
conversion efficiency after 30 days of aging in a N2 environment due in part to morphological
instability110. Thus, an accurate view of the thermal behavior is needed to guide the development
of mechanically robust and physically stable organic electronics.
To detect conjugated polymer thermal relaxation behavior, several methods have been
employed,

including

differential

nanospectroscopy113, ellipsometry114, shear

scanning

calorimetry

rheometry115, UV–visible

(DSC)112, plasmonic
spectroscopy43, and

dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). DSC is the most widely used method; however, it often
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lacks the sensitivity to detect thermal relaxations in donor–acceptor (D-A)-type conjugated
polymers23,39. Alternatively, DMA is known to be one of the most sensitive tools to measure
thermal relaxations and has been shown to capture the relaxation behavior of D–A polymers
well47,109. Given the high costs and limit laboratory scale quantities of conjugated polymers, it is
difficult to create free-standing specimens for DMA tests. To overcome this limitation, there have
been several alternative specimen configurations employed. Methods include the use of a powder
clamp that uses flexural forces on the powder sample to assess relaxation behavior116. However,
this approach still requires a relatively large amount of material for each run (>10 mg), and the
results have a low signal-to-noise ratio. More recently, a polymer impregnated woven glass mesh
based technique has been introduced41,47; wherein the polymer is drop cast onto a glass mesh and
when loaded into the DMA, the load on the glass mesh is effectively transferred to the polymer of
interest. This approach has been found to be an effective method to study the thermal relaxation
behavior of conjugated polymers47,60. However, the drop-cast process hinders control over sample
morphology, and the impregnation process limits the knowledge of film thickness under load.
Without the knowledge of film thickness, the quantitative assessment of the storage and loss
modulus is not possible. The lack of morphology control can also have significant implications
when correlating thermomechanical behavior to device characteristics. For example, when
considering a low miscibility blend, which is often found in BHJ OPVs, the drop cast approach
may result in phase separation that would not correspond to device-relevant film
morphology29,110 and may impact thermomechanical properties. Lastly, Akabori et al. introduced
a composite approach with the polymer film of interest coated on a 7.5 μm thick polyimide (PI)
substrate117. The stiff and relatively thick PI substrate required that the film of interest be made
very thick. To overcome the overshadowing effect of the stiff substrate, Lu et al. employed a much
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thinner PI substrate with a thickness of 600 nm108. In this case, the thermal relaxation of DPPbased conjugated polymers with a thickness down to approximately 250 nm could be
measured. While the thinner PI approach improves measurement sensitivity, it still lacked the
sensitivity to detect subtle thermal relaxations often observed in conjugated polymers. The
ultrathin nature of the substrate also makes handling the sample a challenge. Thus, there remains
a need to develop DMA test methods that can provide precise and sensitive measurements of thin
polymer films that are processed using approaches consistent with device fabrication and with a
known film thickness for quantitative mechanical property assessment.
Here, we introduce a method of measuring the thermomechanical behavior of polymer thin
films using DMA that combines aspects of the glass mesh and the thin polyimide support
approaches, which we refer to as the kirigami-inspired thin-film (KIT) test method. The method,
illustrated in Figure 2.1, uses a thin polyimide substrate with cuts distributed across it. The
substrate provides support for the thin film of interest. When the load is applied, the substrate cuts
open up, effectively transferring the load from the substrate to the polymer film. The load transfer
to the thin film allows for direct characterization of the film’s thermomechanical behavior. By
subtracting the force required to strain the patterned PI substrate, the storage modulus of the thin
film can be determined over a broad temperature range. In this paper, we describe the sample
preparation approach, the measurement method, and explore the capabilities of the approach. We
use the method to probe the relaxation behavior in several polymer and polymer/small molecule
acceptor semiconductor blends, including polystyrene (PS), P3HT, PTB7-TH, PM6, and IEICO4F, with their molecular structures given in Figure 2.2. We compare the KIT test method to the
impregnated glass-mesh approach, showing how differences in sample processing can lead to
changes in the relaxation behavior of the sample highlighting the strengths of the technique.
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Specifically, using the KIT method, we are able to capture changes in thermal relaxation behavior
of the conjugated polymers and BHJ films based on casting conditions and small molecule load
fraction.

Figure 2. 1(a) Schematic of the processing steps to fabricate the KIT sample that include creating
the kirigami cut in thin PI film using a laser cutter, floating the thin polymer film on water and
picking it up using the KIT substrate to make the composite. (b) Image of the optimized kirigami
cut pattern. (c) Uniaxial tensile tests of neat PI film and KIT support tested at a strain rate of
5%/min. (d) Comparison of the stress–strain response of the KIT support with finite element
modeling with inset showing the modeled stress distribution.
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2.2 Experimental section:

Figure 2.2 Molecular structure of organic polymers and small molecule acceptors used in this
research work.
Polyimide was obtained from Nexlove Technology, product CP1. Thin PI films of ~ 6 µm
thick were prepared by spin coating at 1500 rpm for 15 s followed by 1000 rpm for 60 s on a glass
substrate. The PI films were then cured at 90 °C for 1 hour. The KIT substrate was prepared using
a 10.6 µm CO2 laser ablation process. It was found that 100 % speed (25.4 cm/s) and 1,000 pulses
per inch (PPI) provided the best cut, and were kept constant. Laser cut PI was then removed from
the substrate by peeling the film off with the assistance of water placed at the interface. The PI was
then cleaned with DI water. The optical microscope images of the KIT substrate are given in Figure
2.1 (b) and Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Optical microscope and photographic images of different kirigami cut patterns (a, b)
type (ii) multistability pattern, and (c, d) Type (iii) BCC cut pattern.
P3HT (Reike Metals, molecular weight, Mw = 50-70 kg/mol) was dissolved in chloroform
at a concentration of 20 mg/ml, PM6 (1-Material Inc., Mw ~100 kg/mol and PDI of 2.30), PTB7TH (1-Material Inc., 180 kg/mol and PDI of 2.5) was dissolved in chloroform at 10 mg/ml and 15
mg/ml respectively. IEICO-4F was obtained from 1-Material and dissolved with chloroform along
with PTB7-TH to make 15 mg/ml solutions. The solutions were spun cast on a PSS coated glass
substrate at 1,000 – 1,500 rpm to obtain a film thickness of around 100 – 186 nm. Toluene was
used to dissolve PS (Sigma Aldrich, Mw = 280 kg/mol) and a 3 wt. % solution was spun casted at
1500-4000 rpm to obtain the required thickness of 70-150 nm. The sacrificial PSS (1% in water)
layer was spun cast at a spin speed of 5,000 rpm for 30 s, followed by annealing at 120 °C for 10
min. The PI and thin film composite was prepared by floating the polymer film off the substrate
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by dissolving the PSS layer and then picking the film on the PI substrate. A total film thickness of
the thin films was varied from 70 to 600 nm. Thicker films were made by transferring multiple (up
to 5) films onto the PI substrate. The PI polymer composite layer was vacuum dried for around 16
hours before loading it on DMA to ensure complete water removal. For the characterization of
thermomechanical behavior, a DMA 850 TA instrument was used. All the temperature scans were
run at 1 Hz frequency at an oscillating strain of 0.2 %. The temperature ramp of 3 °C/min was
used, and the peaks in the tan δ curve were used to identify thermal transition temperatures. All
samples were heated up to 100 °C and then cooled to the desired starting temperature prior to
testing. For the FOW experiment, a spun cast polymer film on a PSS coated glass substrate was
cut into a dog bone shape using the CO2 laser cutter (1% power, 100% speed, and 1000 ppi). The
film floated onto a custom FOW test setup, and the test was conducted as previously described.1
FEA was performed using the commercial software Abaqus. The specimen was drawn in
SOLIDWORKS and imported into Abaqus. The specimen was meshed in Abaqus using C3D8R
elements with size 3E-5. First, a linear eigenvalue buckling analysis was performed to find the
buckling modes of the samples in tension using a unit load. This predicted buckling mode was
saved and reintroduced to the original model as nodal imperfections, allowing prediction of postbuckling behavior for the specimen when a nodal displacement of 0.2% of the sample length was
applied. The kirigami cut pattern optimization started with three different types of patterns as
shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4 marked as Type i (linear cut pattern, Figure 1(b)), Type ii
(multistability cut pattern, Figure 2.4 (a)), and Type iii (BCC cut pattern, Figure 2.4 (b)). Type ii
consists of mutually orthogonal cuts, whereas Type i and Type iii had parallel cuts in their
structure. Uniaxial tensile testing were performed on all samples at a strain rate of 5%/min for all
kirigami cut patterns and neat polyimide films. The stress-strain curve of different cut patterns are
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shown in Figure 2.4 (a). Type i was found to have the lowest stiffness in a physically stable
configuration and was further explored. Different cut patterns for Type i were then loaded in the
DMA as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). The most stable patterns were then used for sample
characterization. The optimized dimensions for cut pattern Type i (ib) is given in Figure 2.4 (c).

Figure 2.4 (a) The KIT substrate cut patterns tested. The stress-strain response of the specific cut
patterns show the lowest stiffness for Type i.(b) Storage modulus of different versions of type (i)
patterns, Type ic, id, and ie were all found to be unstable and failed during the temperature
sweep.(c) The cut parameters of Type (ia),(ib),(ic),(id) and (ie).
2.3 Result and Discussion
PI was selected as the substrate due to its toughness and thermal stability over a broad
temperature range, with a glass transition temperature (Tg) over 260 °C and a weak secondary
relaxation (sub-Tg) between approximately 137–150 °C118,119. We use a PI resin that can be
solution processed into thin films and kirigami patterns were introduced into the films through
CO2 laser ablation120. Incorporation of the cut pattern in the PI substrate dramatically reduces the
stiffness of the substrate; however, if the cuts are too large or dense, the substrate becomes prone
to failure. Thus, design optimization is needed to minimize the stiffness of the substrate while
maintaining stability over a broad range of loading conditions (temperature, frequency, and strain).
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There is also a need for the cut pattern to be designed such that the thin film placed on the substrate
does not mechanically fail during testing. We focus on a simple parallel cut pattern, as shown
in Figure 1. Other cut patterns were explored but were not found to be as effective with details
provided in the Figure 2.3 and figure 2.4. An image of the optimized cut pattern is shown
in Figure 1b, which provided a good combination of compliance and physical stability. The stress–
strain response of the optimized substrate was compared with the uncut PI substrate, with results
given in Figure 1c. It was found that the effective Young’s modulus (slope of the stress strain curve
up to 1% strain) drops from 2 GPA for the uncut PI substrate to under 0.23 GPa for the patterned
substrate highlighting the large drop in stiffness achieved. Finite element analysis (FEA) of the cut
pattern is also provided in Figure 1d, showing well-matched behavior to the experimental results.
The FEA provides a means to design cut patterns to minimize the stress concentrations in the PI
support that may lead to sample failure. Here, we observe the local stress in the KIT substrate is
kept minimal, particularly with the round edges of the cuts provided by the laser cutter. It is
important to note that the specific cut pattern was varied for a given sample to ensure thin film
stability during testing, including changes in cut width. It was found that the kirigami support with
larger cut widths improved measurement sensitivity but led to fracture of brittle thin films. Thus,
we varied the laser cutter power from 8–60% to achieve cut widths between 80 and 160 μm.
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Figure 2.5 (a) DMA of polyimide substrate for the case of a neat uncut PI film and a PI film with
kirigami pattern. (b) tan δ for P3HT tested on a KIT substrate and neat PI substrate.
We start by considering the PS and P3HT thin films that represent a fairly large difference
in Young’s modulus (EY) at room temperature from approximately 0.26 GPa for P3HT to 2.5 GPa
for PS60,70 In both cases, we compare the thermal relaxation behavior measured with the KIT
approach to that measured using the impregnated glass mesh approach. The storage modulus (E′),
loss modulus (E″), and loss tangent (tan δ) of the polymers using both test methods is given
in Figure 2. We find that the methods produce similar Tgs, defined here as the peak in tan δ. The
measured Tgs are also consistent with previous reports47,60,116. The relaxation behavior of P3HT
using the kirigami polyimide substrate was also compared to an uncut PI substrate, with results
given in Figure 2.5 (b). Without the cut pattern in the substrate, the Tg of the P3HT could not be
observed. To explore the sensitivity limits of the KIT method, we measured the relaxation behavior
of the P3HT and PS films as a function of thickness, with results given in Figures 2.6 c,f
and Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6 DMA scans of (a) PS on the glass mesh support, (b) PS on KIT support with a film
thickness of 150 nm, and (c) loss tangent of PS as a function of film thickness. DMA scans of (d)
P3HT on the glass mesh support, (e) P3HT on the KIT support with film thickness of 600 nm, and
(f) loss tangent of P3HT as a function of film thickness.
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The film thickness was varied by changing the casting conditions. In the case of thick P3HT
samples, thick films were made by stacking multiple films. The Tg is clearly observed with film
thickness as low as 307 nm for P3HT and 70 nm for PS films. The stiffer PS made it possible to
measure thinner films compared to P3HT. We limited PS to 70 nm thick films as handling became
more difficult for thinner films. It should be possible to go to even thinner films with processing
and substrate optimization. In the P3HT samples, the measured Tg is constant with film thickness.
In the PS samples, we observe a drop in Tg for the 100 and 70 nm thick films. This may be
associated with the thin film confinement effect or differences in film morphology121,122. The
confinement effect and Tg suppression have previously been shown to depend on the film being
free-standing or supported123. In the KIT method, there is a combination of free-standing and
supported film that we believe both contribute to the observed behavior. Future research will
explore the respective contributions and their role in the observed change in Tg.

Figure 2. 7 E′, and E′′ for the thickness series for (a) PS and (b) P3HT.
In addition to P3HT and PS, the thermal relaxation behavior of the polymers PTB7-TH and
PM6 was measured with tan δ given in Figure 2.8 and E′ and E″ given in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.
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These materials are chosen, as they represent high performance D–A conjugated polymers that
show thermal relaxations that do not conform to a classic glass transition47,60. When comparing
the glass mesh approach and the KIT method, the thermal relaxation behavior largely follows a
similar trend for both polymers, as shown in Figure 2.8. However, the PM6 glass-mesh sample
shows a thermal relaxation feature at approximately 40 °C that is not observed in the spun-cast
polymer on the KIT support. To determine the origin of this behavior, we tested a drop-cast PM6
film on the KIT support. As shown in Figure 4b, the drop-cast KIT specimens also show the
relaxation at 40 °C, similar to the glass mesh specimens. These results highlight potential
morphological influences and the need to characterize the thermomechanical behavior of devicerelevant films.
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of the loss tangent of (a) PTB7-TH and (b) PM6 for samples on the glass
mesh and KIT support. PTB7-TH and PM6 film thicknesses were 615 and 567 nm, respectively.
(c) The storage modulus of PTB7-TH, PM6, and P3HT and comparison to the measured Young’s
modulus (EY) at room temperature.
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Figure 2.9 DMA scans of (a) PM6 on glass-mesh support, (b) spun cast PM6 film 615 nm thick
on the KIT support, and (c) drop cast PM6 on the KIT support.

Figure 2.10 (a-c) DMA scans of PTB7-TH and PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F on the glass mesh support
with (a) neat PTB7-TH, (b) 1:1 blend and (c) 1:1.5 blend. (d-f) DMA scans of the PTB7-TH and
PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F on the KIT support with (a) neat PTB7-TH, (b) 1:1 blend and (c) 1:1.5 blend.
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An important feature of the data is that the tan δ using the KIT method is lower than that
found for the glass-mesh approach, which in turn is lower than that typically found in bulk sample
tests. This drop in tan δ with sample support is likely associated with the lower viscous dissipation
behavior of the substrate and the potential interfacial damping124,125. The lower tan δ for the KIT
method as compared to the glass mesh samples is likely due to the stiffer substrate of the PI
substrate compared to the glass fiber mesh and the reduced amount of sample materials in the KIT
specimen. As observed in Figure 2.6 c,f, as we increase the film thickness, tan δ also increases,
consistent with this perspective. While thicker films may provide a more accurate quantitative
assessment of tan δ, this also conflicts with the goal of measuring the thin film behavior. Future
research will consider how to assess the phase angle of the composite to quantify the loss modulus
of the thin film. Nevertheless, the KIT method does allow for a quantitative assessment of the
storage modulus, which is not possible with the powder clamp and glass-mesh
approaches40,116. The storage modulus is determined by subtracting the in-phase force–strain
response of the substrate from the force–strain response of the composite. The stress is then
calculated by dividing the force by the polymer thin film cross sectional area. To assess the
accuracy of the storage modulus, we compare the storage modulus at room temperature to EY using
a film on water (FOW) tensile test99 (Figure 2.11). The DMA test was carried out in the linear
viscoelastic region (0.2% strain), which ensures that the storage modulus will be roughly
equivalent to EY. The room temperature EY was found to be quite similar to the storage modulus
for P3HT, PTB7-TH, PM6 (Figure 2.8 c), and PS (Figure 2.12). Accurately capturing the storage
modulus also provides a means to measure the rubbery plateau modulus, which may be used to
determine the entanglement molecular weight of thin polymer films. However, for the case of PS
(Figure 2.12), the rubbery plateau storage modulus is significantly lower than the stiffness and the
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PI substrate. This lower stiffness coupled with the thin film being characterized makes it a
challenge to accurately capture the rubbery storage modulus. As mentioned above, the kirigami
pattern used to study PS was purposefully made more rigid to limit PS fracture when loading the
glassy thin film. Thus, further optimization of the Kirigami pattern should enable quantitative
assessment of the film’s rubbery behavior.

Figure 2.11 Stress-strain curves of (a) PTB7-TH, PM6 and P3HT, and (b) PTB7-TH: IEICO4F
blends obtained from film on water tensile tests.
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Figure 2.12 Quantitative storage modulus of 150 nm thick PS film using the KIT method and
compared to the Young’s modulus of PS measured at room temperature using a wrinkling
metrology approach.
We now turn to the thermal relaxation of polymer/small molecule acceptor (SMA) blends
used in OPVs. We consider the donor polymer, PTB7-TH, blended with the SMA IEICO-4F, with
the molecular structure given in Figure 2.2. This system has been shown to result in high
performance BHJ OPVs with power conversion efficiencies over 12%32. PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F,
like many OPV material systems have poor miscibility and the blends must be quenched from
solution to ensure the materials do not overly segregate, enabling high performance OPV cells29.
This presents a challenge for DMA measurements as drop-cast samples will have a morphology
that is significantly different from the films used in a device. Here, we test the relaxation behavior
of spun cast blend films that replicate the device processing conditions using the KIT method and
compare it to the drop-cast films tested using the glass-mesh technique. The thermogram of the
neat PTB7-TH is compared to blends with IEICO-4F at ratios of 1:1 and 1:1.5 by mass provided
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in Figures 2.13 and 2.10. The films for the KIT tests were between 600 and 650 nm thick, achieved
by transferring multiple spun cast films on the PI support. In both test approaches, the addition of
the SMA results in suppression of the secondary relaxation at approximately −20 °C to 0 °C, as
observed by the drop in the tan δ peak. The suppression of the secondary relaxation increases with
the amount of SMA in the blend for the KIT method, as shown in Figure 2.13c, which is consistent
with the SMA acting as an antiplasticizing agent57,126. However, this suppression does not follow
the same trend when using the glass mesh method, where the suppression is greatest in the 1:1
blend. The lack of SMA loading dependence in the drop cast samples may be associated with the
increased segregation of the SMA out of the mixed phase due to the slow drying rate of drop cast
solutions. Note that we also observe differences in the relaxation behavior at higher temperatures
(>100 °C) that has been attributed to polymer aggregate relaxation40,60. In addition to the changes
in tan δ, the storage modulus of the films should increase with SMA loading given the higher
stiffness of the SMA compared to the polymer. This is clearly observed when using the KIT
method and matches EY from the FOW tensile tests well (Figure 2.13c). However, a trend of
increasing E′ with SMA loading could not be determined with the glass mesh approach. Thus, it
is clear that the KIT method is particularly well suited to probe blend films using relevant casting
conditions which provide a more accurate and nuanced view of the film thermomechanical
behavior.
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Figure 2.13 (a) Tan δ comparison of neat PTB7-TH and PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F blend films using
(a) the glass-mesh support and (b) the kirigami support. (c) The change in storage modulus and
tan δ at Tβ (marked in a and b) of the neat and blend films using the glass-mesh and KIT supports.
The storage modulus is also compared to Young’s modulus (EY), measured with FOW tests. The
glass-mesh modulus is given in arbitrary units given the unknown film thickness.
2.4 Conclusion:
In conclusion, a new approach was introduced for thermomechanical characterization of
thin films that consists of placing a thin film on a kirigami patterned supporting substrate and
testing the composite using DMA in a tensile test configuration. The approach was demonstrated
to accurately measure the thermomechanical relaxation of a number of polymer and polymer/SMA
blend films. The KIT method was compared to the impregnated glass-mesh approach showing
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similarities and differences. In fact, the KIT method is an evolution of the glass-mesh approach,
where a material support is introduced that efficiently transfers the testing load to the material of
interest. Furthermore, the KIT method enables the testing of thin films with well-defined
thicknesses, cast using methods relevant to a given application, which are OPVs in this case. The
approach was shown to be sensitive to polymer films with thicknesses as low as 70 nm. We
demonstrate clear differences in the relaxation behavior of neat polymer and polymer/SMA blends
based on processing conditions highlighting the value of the approach. For example, we found that
the KIT method accurately captured the sub-Tg relaxation suppression and increase in E′ with
IEICO-4F loading in PTB7-TH, which was not observed with the glass-mesh approach. Thus, we
believe this method will be highly beneficial for studying the thermomechanical behavior of
polymer thin films and, in particular, polymer blends where processing has a significant impact on
film morphology.
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3. Molecular interactions that drive morphological and mechanical stability in organic solar
cells
Following chapter is adapted from the manuscript,
Siddika, S., Peng, Z., Balar, N., Ade, H., & O’Connor, B. T. Molecular interactions that drive
morphological and mechanical stability in organic solar cells (In-peer review 2022).
Siddika, S.is the primary author of this manuscript.
3.1 Introduction
Primary opportunities for organic solar cells (OSCs) include applications that require light-weight
and flexible devices such as wearables, deployable solar power, and local power sources for
distributed electronics.33,127–129 However, OSC stability limitations have hindered widespread
adoption. Device degradation can originate through several mechanisms that include chemical,
morphological, and mechanical pathways.23,130,131 With respect to morphological stability,
polymer: small molecule acceptor (SMA) bulk heterojunction (BHJ) OSCs are typically cast into
a two or three phase morphology with a mixed amorphous phase and a smaller fraction of pure
phases. The mixed phase composition has to be near the percolation threshold to ensure efficient
charge generation and collection.30 However, the SMAs often have very low solubility in the
polymer, which requires that the BHJ films are quenched into a morphology that is not even in
equilibrium locally.27 This results in a thermodynamic driving force for the materials in the mixed
phase to segregate over time by SMA diffusion, which generally leads to device
degradation23,27,132,133 It has been shown that the morphological stability can be improved by using
high glass transition temperature (Tg) SMAs and high elastic modulus (EY) polymers.23,27 In
general, the addition of SMAs have been widely shown to embrittle conjugated polymer films, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1.66,83,101,134 The correlation of morphological stability to thermomechanical
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metrics implies improved morphological stability is detrimental to mechanical stability,23,66 a
second critical metric for operational stability for both flexible and rigid OSCs. This raises the
general question as a mechanical stability-diffusion conundrum: Is mechanical stability and
robustness only achievable at the costs of reduced morphological stability? While there are
common features that drive morphological and mechanical stability, there has been limited work
considering how these properties are fundamentally coupled.
To build a foundational perspective on the molecular mechanisms driving morphological
and mechanical stability, we consider the thermomechanical behavior of the BHJ films. In probing
the thermomechanical behavior, we focus on dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). DMA provides
a highly sensitive tool to measure mechanical relaxations of conjugated polymers. In particular,
many conjugated polymers have a prominent thermal relaxation observed by DMA that has been
attributed to side-chain relaxation, we refer to here as a secondary thermal relaxation, or subTg.40,60,67 We have previously shown that the ductility of a conjugated polymer changes
significantly as the temperature of the sample drops below the polymers sub-Tg.60,61 This view is
consistent with the ductile to brittle transitions in commodity polymers such as polycarbonate,135
although the drop in ductility was less abrupt in many conjugated polymers. In addition, previous
work on commodity polymers have shown that small molecule antiplasticizer additives (which
result in an increase in tensile modulus and strength and a drop in elongation at break) can be
accompanied by the suppression of the polymer’s secondary relaxations.136–138 Similarly,
antiplasticizers have been found to reduce the diffusion coefficient of molecular species through a
given polymer matrix.56,126,137 These previous observations provide inspiration to explore how
blending a donor polymer with an SMA impacts the sub-Tg relaxation of the polymer, and how
this in turn impacts on morphological stability captured through the SMA diffusion coefficient in
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a polymer matrix, and mechanical stability captured through the film’s tensile strength (σut), and
modulus of toughness (ut), as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The mechanical-stability diffusion
conundrum can now be phrased as follows: sub-Tg suppression is expected to reduce mechanical
stability but improve morphological stability. Importantly, prior work on SMA diffusion into a
polymer matrix has shown that molecular diffusion is a free-volume activated process that
correlates to the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ), i.e. the net interaction energy of the
molecular self- and hetero-interactions. The self-interaction terms could be captured through proxy
parameters but the contribution of the heterointeractions were difficult to infer23. In contrast, subTg suppression should be explicitly sensitive to the heterointeractions, providing a possible tool
and proxy measurement to complement diffusion work and to infer the impact of all molecular
interactions. Specifically, we aim to understand if mechanical stability is also a volume activated
processes, and whether comparative studies can reveal if the molecular interactions are purely
dispersive or not. Our long-term goal would be to uncover molecular design principles that can
promote toughness without detrimental impact on morphological stability.
In order to develop an initial framework, the thermal relaxation characteristics, stress-strain
behavior, and the molecular diffusion were evaluated for three donor polymers PTB7-TH, PM6,
and D18/D18-Cl, and three SMAs Y6, IEICO-4F, and ITM. The molecular structure of the donor
polymers and SMAs are given in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b), which are representative of materials used
in state-of-the-art OSCs.63,139,140 The polymers and SMAs have distinct thermomechanical
behavior, beneficial in mapping out the parameters space. The polymers have varying stiffness and
ductility and the SMAs have distinct Tg. We show that the addition of the SMA suppresses the
sub-Tg relaxation of the conjugated polymer to varying extents depending on the SMA. The degree
of sub-Tg suppression correlates well with mechanical characteristics of the BHJ films including
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the film’s elongation at break (εb), and modulus of toughness (ut). While embrittlement purely
through adding a high Tg (immobile) small molecule is expected, the observed correlation suggests
that intermolecular interactions are an important contribution to the mechanical behavior of the
blend. In fact, the variation in toughness does not correlate with the Tg of the SMA, highlighting
how the sub-Tg relaxation behavior provides additional information about the mechanical behavior
of the system. We then consider diffusion through secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and
find that for a given polymer, the SMA that results in greater sub-Tg suppression does not strictly
correlate with a lower diffusion coefficient. The results are also consistent with greater EY of the
polymer and Tg of the SMA leading to a lower diffusion coefficient, as we have previously
reported.23 Through this analysis a common thread emerges that relates mechanical behavior and
morphological stability. These results suggest that inhibiting the sub-Tg relaxation is associated
with hetero-interactions and can inhibit free-volume fluctuations that are necessary for polymer
conformation changes during plastic deformation and related SMA diffusions. Encouragingly, the
suppression of this relaxation is relatively modest compared with other reports of strong
antiplasticizer diluents.136,141–143 Thus, the self-interaction energy of the SMA and polymer that
drives numerous material properties including EY and Tg is the dominant driver of the observed
stability behavior and hetero-interactions are not strongly attractive. Guided by these findings, we
propose target thermomechanical polymer and SMA properties that will optimize mechanically
and morphologically stable OSCs.
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Figure 3. 1 (a) Stress-strain behavior of neat donor polymer and polymer: SMA blend films. From
the stress-strain curve, the elastic modulus (EY) yield stress (σy), ultimate tensile strength (σut),
elongation at break (εb), and the modulus of toughness (ut) can be extracted. The SMA acts as an
antiplasticizer that reduced εb (embrittlement), increased EY and increases σut. (b) An illustration
of the conjugated polymer secondary thermal relaxation captured by the dynamic mechanical
analysis loss tangent (tan δ) peak and how it changes with the addition of the SMA. (c) Diffusion
coefficient (diffusivity) determined from inter-diffusion of a polymer and SMA bilayer that is
thermally annealed. Sub-Tg suppression is expected to reduce mechanical stability but improve
morphological stability trough reduced diffusion; a fundamental stability conundrum.
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Figure 3.2 Molecular structure of the (a) donor polymers and (b) SMAs used in this study.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1. Thermomechanical relaxation
In characterizing the thermomechanical behavior of the blend films, there is a need to do
so for films that have device relevant morphology.67,144 This becomes a challenge for DMA,
particularly when minimizing material use. Successful approaches that use drop cast films will not
accurately capture the non-equilibrium mixed phase morphology of BHJ films used in devices.27,67
To overcome this challenge, we use a kirigami-inspired cut patterned support that effectively
transfers an applied load to an attached BHJ film during testing.67 We refer to this methods as
kirigami-inspired thin-film (KIT) test method, which is illustrated in Figure 3.3 (a). This approach
allows us to cast films for the mechanical tests in the same manner as used to process OSCs.65,88
The storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan δ of the neat polymers considered is provided in
Figure 3.3 (b) and Figure 3.4. The polymers show a primary relaxation between -11°C and 0°C
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indicated by the peak in the loss tangent (tan δ) as shown in Figure 3.3 (c). This peak is similar to
previously reported conjugated polymers and has been attributed to the relaxation of the polymer
side chains.47,60,67 At higher temperatures there is another relaxation observed that we attribute to
aggregate relaxation or a rigid amorphous phase.47,61,115 Here, we focus our attention on the
suppression of the sub-Tg. The SMAs are more difficult to characterize with DMA due to their
brittle nature as neat films. Thus we turn to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) where the Tg
of the SMAs have been previously estimated as 102 °C for Y6 was, 179 °C for ITM, and 196 °C
for IEICO-4F based on the cold crystallization temperature observed.23
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Figure 3.3 (a) An illustration of the KIT specimen used for DMA testing. (b) Neat PM6 storage,
loss modulus and tan δ behavior obtained using KIT approach (c) tan δ comparison of neat PTB7TH, PM6 and D18-Cl films. (d) Gaussian function fitting of the neat PM6 tan δ.
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Figure 3.4 DMA storage, loss modulus and tan δ of (a) PTB7-TH, and (b) D18-Cl. (c) SMA elastic
modulus (EY) measured from film on elastomer (FOE) method and glass transition temperature Tg
measured (or inferred from the cold-crystallization temperature) by differential scanning
calorimetry.
The DMA behavior of the polymer: SMA blends were then considered with the tan δ
behavior of each film given in Figure 3.5 (a-c), and the complete data set for each film provided
in Figure 3.6-3.8. We find that there is a drop in the sub-Tg tan δ when blending the polymer with
an SMA in all cases. Sharma et al. showed similar sub-Tg suppression behavior in P3HT:PCBM
and TQ1:PCBM blend films.40 To gain a deeper understanding of the suppression, we fit the tan δ
using a series of Gaussian functions.61 This approach assists in isolating the relaxation associated
with the sub-Tg transition. The Gaussian functions are fit to the neat polymers to identify the
primary polymer relaxation temperatures. We then perform similar Gaussian fitting to the polymer:
SMA blends using a similar peak temperature as the neat polymer films. The Gaussian fitting of
neat PM6 is shown in Figure 3.3(d), and all other polymers and blends are given in Figure 3.93.14. The strength of the sub-Tg relaxation was then quantified by integrating the Gaussian function
that contributes to the Sub-Tg tan δ function, given as the relaxation strength (Itanδ).138 For the
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polymer: SMA 1:1 ratio by mass there is a consistent trend across the three polymer systems that
Itanδ decreases when blending with Y6, IEICO-4F, and ITM in that order, as shown in Figure
3.15(e-g). The differences in tan δ across the 1:1 blends that have the same SMA mass loading
demonstrates clear differences in suppression of the secondary relaxation.
To consider the influence of the SMA loading on the relaxation behavior we measured the
PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F system with a polymer: SMA blend ratio of 1:0.2 and 1:1, with results given
in Figure 3.5(d). It is observed that there is a drop in Itanδ with increased SMA loading in the film.
There is also differences in the high temperature behavior associated with IEICO-4F
crystallization.23 Importantly, some of the apparent suppression of the sub-Tg relaxation will be
from a volume/mass dilution effect of the polymer relaxation signal due to adding the stiff SMA
component that does not relax over the temperature range of interest. Approximating the dilution
effect is linearly dependent on the mass fraction of SMA, we see that there is greater suppression
in the blend films than what would be expected from dilution alone, as shown in Figure 3.5(e).
Yet, the is a difference in the degree of suppression depending on the mass loading, which we
attribute to differences in morphology that can occur at different mass loadings. For the remainder
of the paper, we focus on 1:1 blend films cast in a manner similar to that used to achieve high
efficiency devices. By doing so, we focus on films that are the most relevant for high efficiency
OSCs and likely have comparable mixed amorphous phase composition (near the SMA charge
percolation threshold). We also consider 1:0.2 ratio blends to support our findings (Figure 3.163.21).
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Figure 3.5 The tan δ behavior of 1:1 mass ratio (0.5 mass fraction SMA) blends with (a) PTB7TH, (b) PM6, and (c) D18-Cl. (d) The tan δ behavior of PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F blends with different
mass fraction of IEICO-4F added, given as ratio and wt% of IEICO-4F. (e) The relaxation strength
of the PTB7-TH sub-Tg with mass fraction of IEICO-4F compared to the expected relaxation
change based on polymer dilution of the sample. (f) The modulus of toughness of the PTB7-TH:
IEICO-4F with mass fraction of the SMA in the blend. An exponential line is added to the data as
a guide.
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Figure 3.6 Storage, loss modulus and tan δ of PTB7-TH: SMA (1:1) blends.

Figure 3.7 Storage, loss modulus and tan δ of PM6: SMA (1:1) blends.

Figure 3.8 Storage, loss modulus and tanδ of D18-Cl:SMA (1:1) blends.
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Figure 3.9 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PTB7-TH and PTB7TH: Y6 (1:1).

Figure 3.10 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F
(1:1) and PTB7-TH: ITM (1:1).
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Figure 3.11 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PM6 and PM6:Y6
(1:1).
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Figure 3.12 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PM6: IEICO-4F
(1:1) and PM6: ITM (1:1).

Figure 3.13 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of D18-Cl and D18-Cl:
Y6 (1:1).
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Figure 3.14 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of D18-Cl: IEICO-4F
(1:1) and D18-Cl: ITM (1:1).
3.2.2. Stress-strain behavior
To characterize the polymer: SMA blend mechanical behavior, we measured the stressstrain characteristics of quasi-free standing films using a film on water (FOW) tensile test
method,99 with an image of a sample under test shown in Figure 3.15(a). The neat polymer tensile
tests

show

that

PTB7-TH

is

the

most

ductile

followed

by

D18-

Cl and then PM6 as shown in Figure 3.15(b). The stress strain behavior of the polymer: SMA
blends were then measured with results shown in Figure 3.15(c-e) for the 1:1 mass ratio blends,
and Figure 3.22 for the 1:0.2 mass ratio blends. An increase in the SMA loading increases EY and
reduces ut consistently for a given system, as shown for PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F in Figure 3.15(f).
Considering the 1:1 blend films, we find that the drop in toughness depends on the SMA added to
the polymer. The addition of ITM resulted in the greatest embrittlement followed by IECO-4F and
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then Y6, consistent across the three polymer systems considered. Comparing the mechanical
behavior with the thermal relaxation behavior, we find that the film toughness scales with Itanδ for
each polymer as shown in Figure 3.15(f-h). We also find a similar correlation between the relative
drops in elongation at break of the blend films with Itanδ, given in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.15 (a) PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F blend film attached on the FOW setup. FOW stress-strain
behavior of (b) Neat PTB7-TH, PM6 and D18 (c) PTB7-TH: NF-SMA (1:1) blends and (d) PM6:
NF-SMA (1:1) blends and (e) D18: NF-SMA (1:1) blend. Itanδ and Modulus of toughness
relationship of (f) PTB7-TH: NF-SMA (1:1) blends (g) PM6: NF-SMA (1:1) blends and (h) D18:
NF-SMA (1:1) blends.
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Figure 3.16 tan δ comparison of (1:0.2) blends of (a) PTB7-TH: SMA (b) PM6: SMA.

Figure 3.17 Storage, loss modulus and tan δ of PTB7-TH: SMA (1:0.2) blend.

Figure 3.18 Storage, loss modulus and tanδ of PM6: SMA (1:0.2) blend.
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Figure 3.19 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PTB7-TH: Y6 (1:0.2)
and PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F (1:0.2).

Figure 3.20 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PM6:Y6 (1:0.2) and
PM6: IEICO-4F (1:0.2).
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Figure 3.21 The Gaussian peaks fitted tan δ curve with the fit parameters of PTB7-TH: ITM
(1:0.2) and PM6: ITM (1:0.2).

Figure 3.22 FOW stress-strain behavior of (a) PTB7-TH: NF-SMA (1:0.2) (b) PM6: NF-SMA
(1:0.2) blends.
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Figure 3.23 Normalized elongation at break PTB7-TH: NF-SMA and PM6: NF-SMA (1:1) and
(1:0.2) blends. Diffusion coefficient given by red-lines.
3.2.3. Morphological stability
Analogous to prior results, the morphological stability of the blend films was indirectly
investigated by measuring diffusion of the SMAs into the polymer matrix in model bilayer samples
annealed under varying temperatures, as illustrated in Figure 3.24(a).23 SIMS was then used to
characterize the SMA concentration as a function of depth into the polymer matrix by measuring
a unique atomic or molecular fragments of the SMA, which here is the Cl- (for D18-Cl) or CN(for PTB7-Th and PM6) in Y6 and IEICO-4F, respectively. From the SMA concentration profile
in the annealed bilayer films, the diffusion coefficient can be determined.23,27 The concentration
profile for an example system of D18-Cl: Y6 is given in Figure 3.24(a) with the remainder of the
concentration profiles given in Figure 3.25. The diffusion coefficient (D) as a function of
temperature is provided in Figure 3.24(b) for each system considered. Also plotted in Figure
3.24(b) is the diffusion coefficient required for an SMA to diffuse 20 nm over the period of 1-year
and 10-years. Taking the 20 nm diffusion length as a stability limiting constraint, we find that
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several systems such as PTB7-TH: Y6 and PM6:Y6, will not have the necessary morphological
stability for long-lived devices. The diffusion behavior has previously been correlated with the Tg
of the SMA and EY of the polymer.23 This was attributed to the cohesive energy density (CED) of
the molecules, the molecular self-interactions, which has been shown to relate to Tg and EY of the
materials and to the activation energy associated with molecular diffusion. Given that EY is related
to CED for both the polymer and SMA, we show that an average EY of the neat SMA and polymer
correlates well with D, as shown in Figure 3.24 (c). The measured EY of the blend films also
correlate but with a weaker correlation coefficient (Figure 3.27), possibly due to unaccountable
morphological contributions. Furthermore, we find that the activation energy of the diffusion
coefficient correlates with χ as shown in Figure 3.26, consistent with the analysis of Ghasemi et
al.23
A comparison of Itanδ and the diffusion coefficient for the six systems considered is given
in Figure 3.24 (d). We find that for a given polymer system, IEICO-4F has always a lower
diffusion coefficient than Y6 and a greater sub- Tg suppression characteristics. Comparing across
the polymer systems, no clear pattern emerges when comparing Itanδ to the diffusion coefficient.
This suggests that there are commonalities, but also differences at work, that must relate to the
hetero- and homo-molecular interactions as well as the size scale of cooperative motion, i.e. the
polymer side-chain versus SMA as a whole.
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Figure 3.24 (a) D18-Cl: Y6 SIMS profile for bilayer films annealed at different conditions with
the given anneal temperature and time provided in the legend (H, M and S represents time in hours,
minutes and seconds respectively). (b) Temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient D (T) of the
polymer: SMA systems fitted by an Arrhenius relation. The red-dashed line corresponds to a
diffusion of 20 nm over 1 year to 10 years. (c) The diffusion coefficient for the blend films
considered along with the average elastic modulus of the film. An exponential fit is provided as a
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guide. (d) The diffusion coefficient (at 85°C) for the blend films considered compared with the
secondary thermal relaxation strength Itanδ.

Figure 3.25 SIMS profile of (a) D18-Cl: IEICO-4F (b) PTB7-TH: Y6 (c) PM6: IEICO-4F
annealed at different condition.
3.2.4. Interrelating Mechanical and Morphological stability
There is a dramatic drop in toughness (ut) of the film when going from the neat polymer to the
polymer: SMA blend films. This has been widely observed in polymer: SMA OSCs.13,19,37 The
majority of the antiplasticization can be attributed to the addition of a large fraction of brittle and
weakly bonded SMA into the blend. However, looking at the various polymer: SMA blends, there
are significant differences in their mechanical behavior, and more specifically in their modulus of
toughness, elongation at beak, and tensile strength. To assist in understanding this behavior we
turned to dynamic mechanical analysis to probe the secondary thermal relaxation behavior of the
polymers when blended with the SMAs. Here, we find a correlation between the sub-Tg
suppression and the modulus of toughness and elongation at break when adding various SMAs to
a given polymer. Historically, it has been found that small molecule diluents with attractive
interactions can lead antiplasticization,52 which has been attributed to a reduction in free-volume,
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or a reduction in free-volume fluctuations of the material.52,141 The attractive hetero-interactions
inhibits the critical activated volume required for motion, limiting the polymer’s ability to
accommodate strain through intramolecular rearrangement or intermolecular slip. In contrast,
small molecules with neutral molecular interactions, such as monomers, oligomers or even low
molecular weight fraction polymers act as a plasticizer for the high molecular weight polymer.
Here, we find that the suppression of the sub-Tg in the polymers ranges from weaker than expected
considering dilution limit for Y6 addition, to modestly greater than the dilution limit for the other
SMAs. This weak enhancement or suppression of the sub-Tg relaxation, along with that relaxation
being associated with localized side-chains may limit the influence on mechanical behavior.142
Yet, we find a consistent trend between toughness and Itanδ suggesting that the SMA impact on the
polymers secondary thermal relaxation contributes to mechanical behavior of the BHJ films.
Yield behavior in polymers has been effectively modeled using an Eyring process, where the
strain rate and yield stress have a dependence on an energetic barrier of an activated volume145,146
Suppressing the polymer secondary relaxations can increase the energetic barrier to chain motion
or decrease the available free-volume. From Eyring formulism, this would have an effect of
reducing the films elongation at break and increasing the films yield stress. This behavior is
consistent with the observed film behavior where we find that as the ductility of the blend decreases
there is an increase in yield stress for a given polymer system, as observed in Figure 4 (c-e). Note
that in the polymer: ITM blends the films fail prior to yielding.
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Figure 3.26 Activation energy and chit relationship for different polymer: SMA blend.

Figure 3.27 The diffusion coefficient for the blend films considered along with the measured
elastic modulus of the blend films measured from the FOW tensile tests.
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Turning to molecular diffusion, we have previously shown that an activation energy of the
diffusion coefficient is correlated with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ). The χ
parameter informs the solubility of the SMA in the polymer and is proportional to the interaction
energies of the materials given by𝜒𝜒 ∝ �𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 2𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �, where ε is the interaction energy
between the polymer (p) and SMA (s), respectively. The self-interaction energies are proportional
to the CED,23 which has been shown to scale linearly with Tg and EY of an amorphous polymer147
and small molecule148 glass. Thus, EY of the polymer and SMA can thus be used to screen the
expected diffusion coefficient, as shown in Figure 5 (d). The strong correlation between diffusion
coefficient and thermomechanical properties of the neat materials suggests the self-interaction
terms (εpp and εss) are the dominant factor in determining diffusion behavior of the system. Yet,
we find that the diffusion also correlates with the suppression of the secondary relaxation for a
given polymer system (Figure 5(d)), but not across all systems. The suppression of the sub-Tg with
the addition of the SMA provides a possible link to the polymer-small molecule hetero-interaction
energy, εps where it is expected that stronger interaction energy will result in greater sub-Tg
suppression. We note that the heterointeraction 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is often treated as a dependent parameter and

approximated or assumed to be the geometric mean of εpp and εss, an approach implicit in the
Hanson solubility parameter estimate of χ. With a geometric mean, we would expect diffusion and
sub-Tg suppression to be correlated perfectly.52 This is not observed suggesting that the geometric
mean approximation is not valid in these systems. While the sub-Tg suppression may be driven by
hetero-interactions, the interaction energy of the SMA may only couple partially to the side-chains
of the polymer and additional research is needed to understand these interactions in greater detail.
The addition of antiplasticizers have been found to reduce the diffusion coefficient of
molecular species in a polymer.53,56 it has been argued that molecular diffusion requires free
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volume fluctuations to provide the volume necessary for molecular diffusion. Restricting the free
volume fluctuations thus limits the ability of a small molecules to diffuse through the polymer.
Similarly, in the OSC blends, the suppression of the secondary relaxation of the polymer may
increase the energetic barrier of the activated volume necessary for molecular diffusion. Thus, the
activation energy provides a conceptual connection between molecular diffusion, toughness, and
strength. The suppression of the secondary relaxation restricts free-volume fluctuations and
increases that activation energy for molecular rearrangement that is necessary for both diffusion
and plastic deformation. It should be noted that the necessary activated volume in the secondary
thermal relaxation, SMA diffusion, and yield will be distinct. Yet, restricting the local relaxation
of the polymer likely has a casual sequence that extends to diffusion and yield. These findings
raise the question on how this information can be used to design more morphologically and
mechanically stable OSCs. While a universal quantitative design criteria cannot be established at
this time, the results provide insight into desired system properties. In all cases, the SMA embrittles
the polymer film and significantly drops the toughness of the film. However, considering
mechanical and morphological stability, the results suggest that the most stable systems will be for
conjugated polymers that have a high elastic modulus, a high yield stress with some ductility. If
the polymer shows plasticity, the high yield stress along with strain energy dissipation through
yield leads to greater toughness. The high stiffness of the polymer also leads to lower molecular
diffusion of the SMA and thus greater morphological stability. While PTB7-TH has the greatest
toughness as a neat film, this is largely achieved through the large plastic strain prior to failure.
The low yield strength of PTB7-TH ultimately limits the toughness achievable in PTB7-TH: SMA
blends. On the other hand, D18 provides the best combination of stiffness, yield stress, and
ductility. When considering SMAs, IEICO-4F and ITM have similar Tgs, with IEICO-4F being
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greater. The high Tg make both SMAs attractive in terms of limiting diffusion. Yet, when blended
with the polymers, the resulting toughness (ut) and tensile strength (σut) were different, with
IEICO-4F being favored. Interestingly, IEICO-4F was found to have weaker sub-Tg suppression.
Thus, screening the SMA sub-Tg suppression provides additional insights into the expected
stability of the OSCs. There is an optimization in the selection of an SMA with high Tg and stiffness
that will limit diffusion, while also having limited suppression of the polymer’s sub-Tg to limit the
loss of film toughness.
3.3 Experimental procedures
3.3.1 Materials
Three different high performance polymer semiconductors and three different NF-SMAs
were studied. The molecular structure of each polymer and SMA considered are provided in
Figure 1 and include PTB7-Th, PM6, D18, D18-Cl, Y6, IEICO-4F, and ITM. PM6 (Mw ~100
kg/mol and PDI of 2.30), PTB7-TH (180 kg/mol and PDI of 2.5) were obtained from 1-Material
Inc. D-18 (110 kg/mol and PDI of 1.9) was obtained from 1-Material Inc., D18-Cl was obtained
from eFlexPV. D18-Cl was used for the DMA and diffusion analysis, D-18 was used for FOW
tests due to availability of material. Their similar molecular structure results in similar
thermomechanical behavior. IEICO-4F, Y6 and ITM were obtained from 1-Material Inc. The
casting conditions to process the films are provided in the supporting information in Table S1.
3.3.2 Mechanical measurements
Dynamic mechanical analysis tests we conducted using a TA instruments DMA 850. All
test samples were prepared using a previously described KIT method.67 A total film thickness of
~700 nm was used for each sample, achieved by stacking multiple spin coated films. All the
temperature scans were run at 1 Hz frequency at an oscillating strain of 0.2 %. The temperature
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ramp of 3 °C/min was used, and the peaks in the tan δ curve were used to identify thermal transition
temperatures. All samples were heated up to 100 °C and then cooled to the desired starting
temperature prior to testing. For the film on water tensile tests, the film of interest was spin coated
on a PSS coated glass substrate and then cut into a dog bone shape using the CO2 laser cutter (1%
power, 100% speed, and 1000 PPI). The film was floated onto water in a custom FOW test setup,
and the test was conducted as previously described at a strain rate of 1%/sec.149 All neat films
processing conditions are given in SI. The neat SMA film elastic modulus was measured using
buckling approach previously described.71 For sample preparation each SMA was dissolved in CF
overnight at 30 mg/ml concentration. Solutions were spun cast over PSS coated glass substrate at
1000 RPM for 60 s resulting in a thickness range of 37-60 nm. Poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid) (PSS,
Sigma-Aldrich) film was prepared by spin-coating the solution (1% by weight of PSS in water) on
clean glass substrates at 5,000 rpm for 30 s followed by annealing at 120 °C for 10 min.
3.3.3 Characterization
The SIMS characterizations for the diffusion coefficient measurement were carried out in
a Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (ION TOF V, Inc. Chestnut Ridge, NY). The
SMA and polymers were separately dissolved in their respective solvents overnight. PM6, D18Cl, Y6, IEICO-4F were dissolved in CF with concentration of 15 mg/ml, 10mg/ml, 20 mg/ml and
20 mg/ml, respectively, and then spin coated at ~1200 rpm. Neat polymer film thickness was
approximately 100 nm and SMA thickness was 150 nm. PTB7-TH was dissolved in CB with
concentration of 12 mg/ml and spin coated at ~800 rpm. The SMA solutions were spin coated on
a zinc oxide (ZnO) coated silicon substrate. The polymer solutions were spin coated on polystyrene
sulfonate (PSS) coated glass. Both neat polymer and NFSMA films were vacuum (1×10-6 Torr)
dried at room temperature for a day to remove the residual solvent before making the bilayer
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sample. For bilayer sample fabrication the polymer films were floated on deionized (DI) water and
picked up with the SMA coated substrate, thereby forming a bilayer of polymer/NF-SMA on the
ZnO/Si substrates. The formed bilayer were kept at room temperature overnight. Subsequently
vacuum drying at room temperature for 12 hours were done for the complete removal of residual
amount of water trapped at the interface between polymer and NF-SMA bilayers. We considered
the diffusion characteristics of four polymer: SMA systems, considering at least nine different
annealing conditions for each sample. Two additional diffusion profiles (PTB7-TH: IEICO-4F and
PM6: Y6) were taken from Ghasemi et al.23
3.4 Conclusion
The relationship between morphological and mechanical stability of polymer: SMA OSCs
were considered. The morphological stability was probed by considering the diffusion coefficient
of the SMA through the conjugated polymer in model bilayer films. The mechanical stability of
the films was considered by measuring their stress-strain behavior using quasi-free standing tensile
tests. To provide a deeper view of the connection between the drivers of stability, we probed the
thermomechanical relaxations of the blend films. We found that the secondary relaxation of the
polymers were suppressed to varying degrees with the addition of the SMAs. The suppression of
the relaxation was not particularly strong compared to other antiplasticizer systems found in the
literature,136,150 yet it does provide insight into the mechanical and morphological stability of the
blends. There is a clear correlations between the suppression of the polymer sub- Tg and the
toughness of the blend. With respect to diffusion we found that the elastic modulus of the neat
polymer and SMA provides a clear indication of the diffusion coefficient of the SMA in the
polymer, which is consistent with our previous findings.23 We also found that for a given polymer
system, the SMA that more strongly suppresses the secondary relaxation of the polymer results in
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a lower diffusion coefficient. Thus, the suppression of the secondary relaxation appears to play an
important role in SMA diffusion, toughness, and strength of the film. Insights into the observed
behavior can be found by considering the self-interaction and hetero-interaction energies of the
polymer and SMA. These interactions drive energystic barrier needed for diffusion and yield. We
find that the self-interaction character drives much of the observed behavior, however heterointeractions, which are unlikely to be a geometric mean of the self-interactions, provide an
important contribution to the mechanical behavior. Importantly, the sub- Tg suppression provides
a path to observe hetero-interactions that dictate not only mechanical behavior but also the phase
behavior of the blend. While further study is needed to establish a full mechanistic view of the
observed correlations, the practical implication of the results are that stiff and tough conjugated
polymers and SMAs with high glass transition temperatures that do not strongly suppress the
polymer’s secondary relaxation provide the best opportunity to achieve mechanically and
morphologically robust OSCs. From a molecular and thermodynamic perfective, the selfinteractions should be strongly attractive and the heterointeractions should be minimized such that
the heterointeraction energy is maximally far from the geometric mean. This maximizes χ and
maximizes ductility for a given χ by keeping free volume large, in keeping with theoretical
expectations. These results put forth a thermomechanical framework that should assist in the
development of morphologically and mechanically stable OSCs bringing the technology closer to
widespread adoption.
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4. Low temperature crystallization of small molecular acceptors in organic solar cells
4.1 Crystallization of SMA
High-efficiency bulk heterojunction organic solar cells are typically comprised of a blend
of a polymer semiconductor and small molecule acceptor (SMA). The optimized polymer: SMA
ratio usually varies between 1:1 and 1:1.6 by volume.64,140,151,152 This can increase further with
ternaries that employ two SMAs.81,139 It is generally desired that the SMA remains amorphous in
the blend and does not overly segregate. Crystallization of the SMA can drive segregation out of
the mixed amorphous phase as the composition is driven towards the liquidus. The crystals also
change the blend’s local volume, leading to non-uniform active layer thicknesses. These changes
in the film morphology lead to solar cell efficiency degradation. Thus, it is crucial to understand
the nucleation and growth of crystallinity of the SMA in solar cell active layers.
Ghasemi et al. have recently correlated the device's long-term stability with the diffusion
coefficient of the SMA in the donor polymer. An SMA with a high glass transition temperatures
(Tg) proved to be favorable candidates to ensure long-term device stability owing to their low
diffusion coefficient. Recent high-efficiency OSC blends consist of Y6 (i.e. BTP-4F).
Unfortunately, Y6 has a relatively low glass transition temperature (Tg = 102°C)23 compared to
other SMAs like IEICO-4F and ITM The low Tg results in the OSC composed of PM6-Y6 loosing
over 10% in device efficiency after only 30 days of operation due to Y6’s high diffusion
coefficient in PM623. Research on different BTP-based SMA blends showed that the SMA with
higher Tg was more thermally stable153. Another highly efficient SMA is the IDTBR family.
Binary and ternary blends containing PTB7-TH, PBDB-T, and FTAZ donor polymers with OIDTBR and EH-IDTBR provide a device efficiency in the 8.8 - 11.5% range. EH-IDTBR has a
similar glass transition temperature of Y6 of 111°C23. Though both SMA shows similar diffusion
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behavior their crystallization behavior is entirely different. The Tg temperature we are considering
here is actually measured from their crystallization signature on DSC. DSC cannot show the glass
transition signature for both SMAs. O-IDTBR and EH-IDTBR shows crystal formation upon
annealing above the crystallization temperature, while Y6 does not. For example, in the case of
the FTAZ: EH-IDTBR blend, annealing at 120°C for 10 minutes improve the device efficiency
but loses 30% of efficiency after 30 days in storage because of EH-IDTBR crystallization.
However, when using Y6 double annealing at 120°C and 100°C can create superior morphology
and device efficiency153. So to optimize the morphology through adjusting the annealing condition,
a deeper understanding of SMA crystallization behavior in the blend is required.
In the majority of cases, the thermal annealing temperature of blends is decided from a trial
and error approach. Several tools such as classical nucleation theory154–156 and Avrami analysis157–
159

are available to predict optimal isothermal crystallization protocols. Another classical material

science tool time–temperature–transformation (TTT) diagrams160–162 can describe the kinetics of
isothermal crystallization and predict the micro/nanostructure that forms at a certain temperature.
Yet, this analysis has not been used extensively in organic electronics. Researcher’s used optical
microscopy to create a TTT diagram of PC61BM crystallization behavior on the TQ1-PC61BM
blend after different thermal annealing step163. The same research group in another study
considered the crystallization behavior of ITIC on PBDB-T: ITIC blends using fast scanning
calorimetry (FSC) tracking the endothermic overshoot after annealing164. Using this procedure
they have found the polymorph formation of ITIC at temperature lower than the Tg of the ITIC.
Yu et al, used DSC analysis to obtain the exothermic isothermal crystallization peak and obtained
TTT diagram for both P3EHT conjugated polymer and organic semiconductor 5, 11-bis
(triethylsilylethynyl) anthradithiophene (TES-ADT)165,166. But DSC approach of TTT diagram
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formation still has not been used for polymer-SMA blend of organic solar cells. So, we tried to
delve into the in-depth crystallization behavior of PTB7TH: O-IDTBR and PTB7-TH: Y6 blends
by checking their exothermic crystallization peak on DMA. For PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR blend we
have been able to obtain a TTT diagram.
We used a heat flux DSC to obtain the isothermal crystallization behavior using DSC.
Initially, we heated our sample to the melting temperature at 250°C for PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR and
295°C for PTB7-TH: Y6 blends and held it there for 5 minutes to ensure complete melting. Then
we cooled the sample to the respective isothermal crystallization temperature at 100°C/min and
held it there for 2 hours. The maximum cooling rate obtained from heat flux DSC is 100°C/min.
O-IDTBR has assertive crystallization behavior. We checked the non-isothermal crystallization
behavior of PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR blends at 100°C/min cooling rate to the temperature range of
80-130°C. It was found that at the 100°C/min cooling rate no crystallization of O-IDTBR happens
during the cooling process at this temperature range. So the crystallization we see during
isothermal crystallization only comes from the crystallization at that particular temperature.
Though cooling from the same molten state ensures same starting morphology, still to ensure better
reproducibility we used same sample for every isothermal crystallization run

165,166

. We also

checked the DMA of the PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR blend to find any possible crystallization signature
of O-IDTBR.
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Figure 4. 1 (a) PTB7TH: OIDTBR blend tan δ measured using DMA with KIT test specimen. (b)
Isothermal DSC scans of (1:1) PTB7TH: OIDTBR blend. (c) Relative crystallinity obtained from
Avrami equation (d) TTT diagram of PTB7TH: OIDTBR blends.

The isothermal curves show crystallization peaks from 80 °C and maximize at 95 °C
(Figure 4.1 (b)). We measured the relative crystallinity behavior from the DSC curve fitting into
the Avrami equation167,168. From there, we plotted the TTT diagram considering the onset of
nucleation at 5% relative crystallinity, then halfway of nucleation at 50% of crystallinity, and
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ending at 95% of crystallinity166. The onset of crystallization observed by DSC occurs at
temperature as low as 80°C. This is far below the cold crystallization temperature of 111°C
observed with neat film DSC measurements (Figure 4.2). Similarly below, the crystallization
behavior found using DMA, which is captured through an increase in storage modulus (Figure
4.4(a)).

Figure 4. 2 DSC of O-IDTBR SMA (Provided by Reece Henry).
To assist in ensuring we are observing the SMA crystallization at low temperatures, we
considered GIWAXS of the PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR (1:1) blends thermally annealed at different
temperatures (Figure 4.3). As expected strong crystallization signature of O-IDTBR is found after
annealing at 60°C. The as cast blend also shows a tiny crystallization signature but it’s far stronger
at 60°C (considering both samples were measured around the same time).
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Figure 4. 3 GIWAXS of PTB7TH: O-IDTBR (1:1) blends annealed at different temperature.
The thermomechanical relaxation behavior of PTB7-TH :O-IDTBR (1:1) blend (Figure
4.1(a)) shows sub-Tg suppression57,138, similar to the antiplasticization phenomena of some
commodity polymer blends.126,150 The FOW measurement of both blends showed a drop in %
elongation at break, supporting the antiplasticization behavior (Figure 4.4 (b)). However, upon
the addition of O-IDTBR the sub-Tg relaxation of the blend gets more confined at the lowtemperature end of the total sub-Tg relaxation, which we can consider as the complete suppression
of the high-temperature end of the PTB7-TH sub-Tg relaxation peak.
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Figure 4. 4 (a) PTB7TH: O-IDTBR blend storage modulus (b) FOW behavior of PTB7-TH: OIDTBR blends.
Several research works have shown that antiplasticization depresses the Tg and
simultaneously enhances the stiffness.142 Molecular dynamics simulation study and generalized
entropy theory of small molecule solvent addition on coarse grain polymer melt showed the
depression of Tg with a corresponding increase in the shear modulus in the glassy state.16952 Also
In case of diphenyl phthalate and dinitrophenyl addition on Bisphenol A polycarbonate (BPAC),
antiplasticization (elastic modulus increase) happen while the Tg drops.169 However, the
movement of the Tg temperature depends on the additive structure, their cohesive energy density,
and their glass transition temperature.52 The glass transition temperature of PTB7-TH is unknown;
DSC shows a crystallization peak at 125˚C,27 whereas DMA shows an aggregation peak only.47
Using a molecular dynamics simulation study, Samuel et al. suggested a Tg of 127˚C for PTB7,
which is similar in structure to PTB7-TH.42 So, with the addition of antiplasticizer, we can expect
that O-IDTBR addition will change the Tg of the blend. In a miscible blend, the Tg is likely to be
between the Tg of the constituents. K Nakamura et al. in their famous study of antiplasticization
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behavior of slightly plasticized PVC, showed that the sub-Tg peak can be plateaued by the addition
of higher % of additives due to the intrusion of the foot of the α peak, which shifted towards lower
temperature due to the depression of Tg.54 They showed this phenomenon for a wide percentage
of plasticizer addition. At lower % of this plasticizer addition the plasticizers acted as
antiplasticizers showing an increase of elastic modulus. In our case, O-IDTBR shows explicit
antiplasticization behavior with the drop of %EAB (Figure 4.4 (b)).54 So, we believe in the case
of O-IDTBR addition, the blend Tg depresses and antiplasticizes and the foot of glass transition
intrudes with the sub-Tg relaxation.
But another question remains is why the strengthening of tan δ is happening at the 50°C
temperature range. Bergquist et al. shows that the addition of tris (2-ethylhexyl phosphate) to tetra
methyl polycarbonate showed similar relaxation strengthening behavior. They attributed it to the
diluent motion, which accompanies the host and resulted in higher mechanical relaxation at a
particular temperature range of the blend because of the presence of diluent relaxation at that
temperature.170 To understand if a similar phenomenon is happening in our neat O-IDTBR, we
obtained the thermomechanical relaxation of neat OIDTBR using a new approach (Figure 4.5).
We used thin PI support and drop casted the SMAs on it. The full process and process validation
are given at the end of this chapter. O-IDTBR has a secondary relaxation at around 50°C which is
helping to strengthen the relaxation at that temperature.
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Figure 4. 5 O-IDTBR tan δ behavior measured with DMA.
The secondary thermal relaxation leading to crystal growth has been observed previously
in the case of pharmaceutical polymer Indomethacin. Indomethacin crystallization happens at a
temperature lower than its Tg 171. At a temperature lower than Tg, crystallization is constrained by
the restricted diffusion behavior at lower temperature. In indomethacin rotational motion
introduced diffusion helped to overcome translational diffusion required for nucleation at lower
temperatures. Also the rotational motion takes parts in the temperature dependent relaxation
behavior of the polymer. In O-IDTBR small molecule acceptor, it has two side chains which could
provide the rotational motion to help nucleation and crystal growth.
Though O-IDTBR and Y6 has close crystallization temperature, thermomechanical
relaxation behavior of the PTB7-TH: O-IDTBR and PTB7-TH: Y6 blends are completely different
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(Figure 4.1 (a) and Figure 4.6). PTB7-TH: Y6 blend only shows suppression of sub Tg behavior
and no intrusion of the glass transition on the secondary relaxation of the blend.

Figure 4. 6 PTB7-TH: Y6 tan δ behavior measured with DMA.
To understand the crystallization behavior of Y6, we checked the isothermal crystallization
behavior of another donor polymer PM6:Y6 blends (Figure 4.7 (b)). It does not show any
exothermic isothermal crystallization peak around the temperature range of its crystallization.
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Figure 4. 7 (a) PM6:Y6 tan δ behavior using DMA (b) Isothermal crystallization analysis of Y6
in PM6:Y6 blends.
The Y6 crystallization behavior is difficult to identify from DSC23. Researchers used UVVis spectroscopy and molecular simulation to identify a Tg of 102°C. We checked neat Y6 thermal
relaxation behavior using a thin PI support (Figure 4.8). For neat Y6 we used the storage modulus
as the tan δ does not show any strong signature.
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Figure 4. 8 Neat Y6 storage modulus obtained from thin PI support approach.
Y6 single crystals show backbone overlapping due to pi-core interactions.172,173 GIWAXS of as
cast and several different temperatures annealed Y6 study suggested presence of backbone on and
face on orientation. On the other hand the Y6 Tg could be measured from UV-Vis spectroscopy23
,normally Tg comes from the large scale movement of amorphous chains. If we consider the
dynamic mechanical analysis behavior of Y6 (Figure 4.8), the Y6 glass transition is similar to the
Tg behavior of commodity polymers such as PMP.174 PMP shows two separated Tg or extended
Tg regions. Danch et al., in their 1998 semi-crystalline PMP study, considered different crystal
modifications of PMP.175 The morphology of PMP consists of lamellar crystal and amorphous
material, which creates crystalline amorphous interphase, and Tg extension or separation happens
because of the movement of an unconstrained amorphous region at a lower temperature. The
crystalline part is constrained at high temperature. The DSC behavior shows two endothermic
slopes, similar to DSC of Y6.23 In the DMA of Y6 (Figure 4.8), the storage modulus continuously
drops through a whole temperature range of 150°C before showing an increase in storage modulus.
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So we believe the semi crystalline Y6 has a constrained and unconstrained amorphous region
Furthermore, the Y6 glass transition through the wide temperature range might be the reason for
Y6 addition not leading to a relaxation that intrudes on the sub Tg behavior in the same way OIDTBR did. Y6 behavior needs further study to prove the assumptions we made above.
4.2 DMA of neat SMA films
Thermomechanical characterization of conjugated polymers can be easily carried out on
DMA by drop casting polymers on glass mesh47 and spun cast samples using a thin PI Kirigami
support (KIT)67. These methods are also suitable for blend mechanical characterization. Compared
to the donor polymers and blends, the thermomechanical characterization of the thin film SMAs
is limited due to their characteristic brittleness. Small molecules cannot impregnate the glass mesh
properly as their binding behavior is not effective like the polymers. DSC has been used most
frequently to characterize the SMAs,176,177 but DSC can mostly characterize the crystallization
behavior only. Alternatively, researchers used UV-vis absorption spectroscopy to obtain the SMA
Tg.23,43 DMA offers a powder clamp, which can be used to obtain thermomechanical relaxation of
powdered samples, including SMAs. Previously researchers used this approach to study the
thermomechanical relaxation of PCBM.116 This process needs 5-10 mg of powders clamped into
a material pocket or 35 mm trays on single or double cantilever beam configuration. Despite using
a considerable amount of powder, the tan δ peaks obtained from this approach are noisy and the
drop in storage modulus across a suspected thermal transition is weak making it difficult to
identify. Thus, there is a need to develop approaches where the DMA behavior of neat SMA can
be accurately measured.
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Figure 4. 9 (a) Bilayer composite used for this approach and table of SMA EY obtained from
wrinkling approach. DMA storage modulus of (b) di-PDI and (c) ITIC was obtained through this
approach.
NF-SMAs are stiff where the elastic modulus varies between (1.52- 4.59 GPA), measured
using a thin film wrinkling approach.101 The values in (Figure 4.9 (a)) are for different SMAs. The
spun casting of SMAs directly on thin PI does not give a good representative film of the required
thickness. Also, SMA films are fragile, so any popular approaches of transferring spun casted film
from glass or silicon substrate usually used by researchers for conjugated polymers like using
PDMS substrate stamp178 cannot be used as an option too. PI has a Tg of 263°C, higher than our
required thermal relaxation measurement temperature range, and a weak secondary relaxation at
around (137-150) °C. 118,119 It does not impact the relaxation of the high modulus drop cast SMA
films over it..67 To identify a particular relaxation, Like Tg or crystallization temperature (Tc) of
the SMAs, we have used the change in storage modulus in linear scaling. The damping behavior
of these high modulus NF-SMAs is minimal, so the loss modulus and tan δ peaks were not effective
enough. For this particular approach, we used a thin PI (~ 6 µm) support with a drop cast SMA of
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(~3.3 µm) on it. The SMA solution on CF concentration varied between 25- 30 mg/ml, and 15-20
µL of SMA.
To check the validity of this new approach, we checked the SMA di-PDI, which shows
quite explicit Tg behavior on DSC at 137°C23 (Figure 4.9b). The storage, loss modulus, and tan δ
of di-PDI are shown in Figure 4.11(a). As we are drop casting the polymer solution directly on
the thin PI, we measured the swelling behavior of PI with CF by calculating the weight change
after CF swelling for 3 minutes (time required to create the drop cast film). Due to the insolubility
of this particular Nexlove PI (CPI) and high evaporation rate of CF, the thin PI showed only 0.1%
swelling with CF. We also measured the thermal relaxation behavior of the CF-swelled PI on
DMA. Thermal relaxation behavior is not impacted much after CF swelling; only storage modulus
dropped modestly (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4. 10 PI thermal relaxation before and after swelling.
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The storage modulus of the thin PI supported di-PDI shows a notable drop at around 136°C;
the tangent was drawn to identify the temperature. A tan δ peak is also obtained at around 150°C
in Figure 4.11 (a), corresponding to this highly explicit Tg relaxation. We believe the presence of
stiff PI support and the inherently limited damping behavior of the stiff SMAs restrict the overall
damping, means the tan δ. We also measured highly crystallizable SMA ITIC; our process
identified the Tg, which DSC could not measure (Figure 4.12).To further show the Tg's frequency
dependence, we obtained the thermal relaxation at low-frequency 0.1Hz and compared both
in Figure 4.11(b); as expected, the Tg temperature drops when the frequency reduces.

Figure 4. 11 (a) Di-PDI and (c) ITIC storage, loss modulus and tan δ (b) and (d) frequency
dependent behavior of Di-PDI and ITIC.
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Figure 4. 12 (a) DSC of ITIC (result provided by Reece Henry).
Also, we measured the thermal relaxation behavior of PC61BM (Figure 4.13). It shows a
drop of storage modulus with a corresponding tan δ peak around 117 °C with a crystallization peak
following that. Previously, using materials pocket samples on DMA, researchers only obtained the
crystallization peak from a CB cast PC61BM sample.
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Figure 4. 13 (a) PI thin film supported PC61BM storage modulus.
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5. Ternary organic solar cells with limited small molecule loading to optimize stability
5.1 Introduction
Organic solar cells (OSCs) offer notable combination of attributes that include flexibility,
light-weight, semitransparency and can be fabricated by roll-to-roll printing30,128,129,133,179. Owing
to their intrinsic deformability OSCs can be used for a number of wearable and portable device
application such as tents180, and solar panels for greenhouse applicaitons11,129. Development of
SMAs has improved the OSC device efficiency to over 19%17,181 which is close to the efficiency
of their silicon counterparts19,182. Desired applications require that the devices to have operational
stability. The degradation can occur through several mechanisms that include mechanical and
morphological pathways. The morphological stability can be exacerbated by high operating
temperature. For example, the operating temperature of solar panels can reach 100°C in some
areas. Also, 80°C is the ASTM standard for solar cell stability measurement. So, mechanical and
morphological stability needs to be ensured for long term application, including at elevated
temperature.
Initially bulk heterojunction blends mainly consisted of electron donating conjugated
polymers and electron accepting fullerene derivatives (i.e. PCBM). The device efficiency of the
PCBM devices were quite limited183,184, and the stability of the devices were poor under
thermal110,185,186, photo187,188 and mechanical stress26,66,189. Using non-fullerene SMAs, the active
layers bulk heterojunction are usually spun cast into a quenched non-equilibrium morphology,
which consists of a mixed amorphous phase and single phase domains27,29. This morphology is
prone to change over time as it drives toward thermodynamic equilibrium. At high temperature
the SMA diffuses out from the mixed phase, causing large scale phase separation and reduction of
device efficiency.
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In addition to the morphological stability, the SMA are typically very brittle. Adding the
SMA to the polymer to form a bulk heterojunction can lead to significant embrittlement of the
active layer. The embrittlement of the SMA leads to devices that are prone to mechanical failure
at 2-5% strain66,67. Thus, long term stability of those devices are not still up to the mark23,27,28.
All-polymer solar cells have proven to be a promising alternative in terms of mechanical
and morphological stability. Recently, several research groups have developed polymerized
SMA’s75,76,78,87 with reduced crystallinity and improved morphological stability. Those SMA
blended devices provide high mechanical stability (~15% strain to failure)32,77 as well as
impressive thermal stability. While all-polymer solar cells may have advantages for morphological
and mechanical stability, there processing can be difficult due to the strong propensity of the
polymer to phase segregate. In addition, the efficiency of all-polymer OSCs lags behind their
polymer: SMA counterpart. In an attempt to get the best of both worlds of the mechanical and
morphological advantages of all-polymer systems, and the processing and performance advantages
of polymer: SMA systems, we considered ternary active layers composed of two polymers and
one SMA. This approach has gained recent interest. Kim et al. obtained improved thermal stability
of PBDTTTPD: N2200: PCBM blends than PBDTTTPD: N2200 blends after annealing at 150°C.
In another work, Lee et al. obtained 15.9 % device efficiency with a crack onset strain (COS) of
11.6 %34 by the addition of 30 wt% PC71BM on PTB7-TH:N2200 devices. In case of the ternary
blends optimization of the ternary blends mainly depends on avoiding the aggregation of the
ternary component62,81,82.
The goal of this work is to obtain an optimized ternary blend with improved device
efficiency while maintaining mechanical and morphological stability that of all-polymer active
layers. Previously, PC61BM (Tg = 150°C) has been the focus of two-polymer ternary systems. In
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this research work, we have used ITM (Tg = 179°C) as the ternary component with the expectation
that the system will have improved thermal stability. We have found ITM incorporation into the
all-polymer active layer of FTAZ and N2200 blends, improves the device efficiency while the
percent elongation at break (%EAB) remain consistent41. Also quite strikingly the shelf life
stability of this ternary FTAZ: N200: ITM blend, was far better than both FTAZ: N2200 binary
and FTAZ: ITM blends even after annealing at 180°C. Also FTAZ: N2200:PC61BM ternary blends
improved the device efficiency in comparison of both FTAZ: N2000 and FTAZ: PC61BM binary
blends while maintaining impressive %EAB of 25.7%. Thus, we show that ternary OSC active
layers that use two polymers is indeed a promising strategy to achieve efficient, mechanically
robust, and morphologically stable active layers.
5.2 Result and Discussion
5.2.1. Mechanical properties

Figure 5.1(a) Molecular structure of the donor polymer and the SMA’s used in this research work.
(b) Uv-vis absorbance spectrum of FTAZ, N2200 and FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.7:0.3) and FTAZ:
N2200:PC61BM (1:0.7:0.3) ternary blends.
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We start by considering the stress-strain behavior of the active layer films through film on
water (FOW) tensile tests. The all-polymer FTAZ: N2200 blends are ductile having a % EAB of
around 31% with the results shown in Figure 5.1. Whereas FTAZ: PC61BM (1: 1) and FTAZ: ITM
(1:1) both blends are brittle, with % EAB of less than 4 %, owing to the embrittlement
characteristics of the fullerene and non-fullerene SMA. We then considered the ternary systems
looking at keeping the total electron donor and electron acceptor component at 1: 1 wt %. It has
been widely shown that 1:1 ratio by weight generally leads to optimal OSC performance. Thus, as
we add the SMA to the blend we reduce the polymer acceptor to maintain the 1:1 total donor:
acceptor ratio.
As shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, as we add the SMA up to roughly 30 wt %, the
ductility of the blend is largely maintained. Once we increase the amount of SMA added beyond
30% by weight is when the ductility of the film starts to drop significantly. In addition, we can
consider changes in the Young’s modulus (EY) and yield strength (σY) of the film to gain further
insight into the mechanical stability. We find that the addition of 30 wt% of ITM into the FTAZ:
N2200 blend increases EY to 0.76 GPa in comparison to FTAZ: N2200 blend EY of 0.39 GPa. The
yield strength is also found to increase with the SMA addition. . The modulus of toughness (uT) of
the blend films were measured by integrating the FOW stress-strain curve. Because of the higher
yield strength and similar ductility behavior, ternary blends shows 48% higher uT than FTAZ:
N2200 (1:1) blends. Similar behavior was obtained in case of PC61BM blends, with the FTAZ:
N2200: PC61BM blend mechanical behavior shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 (a) FOW stress train behavior of FTAZ: N2200: ITM blends (b) Elastic modulus (EY)
and yield strength (σY) (c) modulus of toughness (uT) change with % of ITM acceptor on the
FTAZ: N2200: ITM blends. (d) DMA tan δ behavior of FTAZ: N2200: ITM blends.
To dig deeper into the thermomechanical relaxation behavior of the ternary blends, we
obtain the blend thermal relaxation using thin film inspired kirigami test (KIT) on DMA.67 In our
previous work on binary donor polymer-NFSMA blends we showed that the SMAs act as an
antiplasticizer and embrittles the blend 66. We have also found that this embrittlement behavior is
correlated with the suppression of the polymer secondary relaxation (sub-Tg). This is consistent
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with previous work that has shown that the sub-Tg relaxation is related to toughness in polymer
semiconductors 136. Consistent with our previous analysis (see Chapter X) the low SMA addition
leads to lower sub-Tg suppression compared to the polymer: SMA binary and contributes to the
improved mechanical response.

Figure 5.3 (a) FOW stress train behavior of FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blends (b) DMA tan δ
behavior of FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blends.
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5.2.2 Photovoltaic performance
Identical device architectures of indium tin oxide (ITO)/Zinc oxide (ZnO)/BHJ active
layer/MoO3/Ag were used in the preparation of the different OSCs. The molecular structure of the
polymers and the SMAs are given in Figure 5.1. The FTAZ: N2200 was fabricated using a donor:
acceptor (D: A) ratio of 1:1 (w/w). Also (2:1) and (1:1.3) ratios were checked but the optimized
performance was found with (1:1) ratio blend. The average PCE of the all-polymer cells consisting
of FTAZ: N2200 was 4.62% (maximum 4.88%), with a short circuit current Jsc of 9.22 mA/cm2,
open-circuit voltage Voc of 0.91 V, and fill factor (FF) of 55.47. Ternary-PSCs were then
fabricated, wherein blends of N2200 and PC61BM/ITM with different composition were used as
acceptors.
For our ternary blend devices, the donor-to-acceptor ratio (D: A) was held constant at 1:1
w/w while at the acceptor composition 0 to 40% of N2200 was replaced with PC61BM or ITM.
Incorporation of 10 wt% PC61BM increases the device efficiency to 5.82% and maximizes to
6.88% with 30 wt% PC61BM addition, which is also higher than the FTAZ:PC61BM binary blends
with device efficiency of 5.99%190. Similarly, addition of 30 wt% of ITM also resulted in the
maximum device efficiency of 6.66%. The enhanced PCE in the ternary blend device was due to
an increase in Jsc to 12.01 and 13.07 mA/cm2 relative to that of the binary system Jsc of 9.22
mA/cm2. The detailed device parameters of the ternary FTAZ: N2200: ITM and FTAZ:
N2200:PC61BM blend is given in Table 1 and Table 2. To discern the origin of the enhanced Jsc,
absorption was acquired for the binary all-PSCs and ternary-PSCs with a composition of FTAZ:
N2200:PC61BM/ITM (1:0.7:0.3) (Figure 5.1). The ternary blend absorption spectrum shows a
mixture of both the donor polymers and the acceptors and the absorbance of ITM is stronger than
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the PC61BM blends. This explains the higher Jsc value obtained in ITM ternary blends in
comparison to PC61BM ternary blends.

Figure 5.4 (a) FTAZ: N2200: ITM and FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blend device efficiency at
different wt% of acceptor addition. Jsc and FF behavior of (b) FTAZ: N2200: ITM blend I-V
characteristics. FF and Jsc change with different wt% of SMA in (c) FTAZ: N2200: ITM (c)
FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blends.
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Table 5.1 Photovoltaic performance of the FTAZ: N2200: ITM devices.
FTAZ:N2200:ITM

Jsc (mA/cm2)

Voc (V)

FF (%)

blend ratio
1:1:0

PCE (%)
(max PCE)

9.224±0.15

0.91±0.005

55.47±1.13

4.62±0.19
(4.88)

1:0.9:0.1

10.73±0.14

0.90±0.001

55.30±0.18

5.28±0.04
(5.32)

1:0.8:0.2

11.33±0.23

0.90±0.002

61.12±0.79

6.24±0.09
(6.41)

1:0.7:0.3

13.07±0.48

0.91±0.002

54.20±0.72

6.49±0.17
(6.66)

1:0.6:0.4

13.57±0.03

0.89±0.01

48.37±0.02

5.89±0.12
(6.09)
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Table 5.2 Photovoltaic performance of the FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM devices.
FTAZ:N2200:PC61BM

Jsc(mA/cm2)

Voc (V)

FF (%)

blends
1:1:0

PCE(%)(max
PCE)

9.224±0.15

0.91±0.005

55.47±1.13

4.62±0.19
(4.88)

1:0.9:0.1

10.31±0.09

0.91±0.004

61.58±0.49

5.78±0.03
(5.82)

1:0.8:0.2

11.38±0.21

0.89±0.001

61.09±0.65

6.47±0.12
(6.61)

1:0.7:0.3

12.01±0.16

0.88±0.001

64.09±0.75

6.80±0.08
(6.89)

1:0.6:0.4

12.03±0.18

0.86±0.001

52.76±1.77

5.52±0.008
(5.57)

5.2.3. Shelf life stability
Previously, researchers found positive impact of annealing on the device efficiency of
FTAZ:ITIC27, FTAZ:ITM191, FTAZ:ITIC-2Cl and FTAZ:ITIC-2F28. Assuming the similar
behavior is obtainable in our FTAZ: N2200: ITM ternary blends, we explored the impact of
thermal annealing on device efficiency. We checked impact of annealing for both 20 and 30 wt%
ITM blends at four different temperatures of 120°C, 150°C, 180°C and 200°C. In both cases 180°C
annealing showed around 13% improvement in device efficiency from the as-cast blends attributed
to an increase in fill factor, as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). Thermally annealing at 200 C resulted in
a loss in device efficiency, resulted from a drop in Voc and FF. Further morphological
characterization is necessary to understand the reason behind this result.
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Figure 5.5 (a) FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) and (1:0.7:0.3) blends device efficiency at different
annealing temperature. (b) I-V characteristics of FTAZ: N200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) blends. Shelf
stability of the (c) FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) and (d) FTAZ: N2200 (1:1) devices.
The devices were stored in the dark under N2 atmosphere for device shelf-life stability
measurement. Normalized PCE of the devices versus time is shown for FTAZ: N2200: ITM
(1:0.8:0.2) in Figure 5.5 c and FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.7:0.3) in Figure 5.6. FTAZ: N2200: ITM
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(1:0.8:0.2) blend showed impressive device stability after 55 days of operation whereas the
(1:0.7:0.3) blend devices lost 30-36% device efficiency after 40 days of operation. The detailed
device parameter of these two different blend are in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. The origin of the
device efficiency loss could be because of domain demixing or crystallization of the SMA.
Ghasemi et al. used a combination of UV-vis spectroscopy and visible light microscope (VLM) to
show that the equilibrium composition of ITIC in the mixed amorphous phase of FTAZ-ITIC blend
is <15 vol %27, well below the acceptor percolation threshold of 20-30 vol%. As ITM and ITIC
structure is similar we can expect similar miscibility and diffusion coefficient between the two
SMAs. Our ternary blend has ITM vol% of 10-15%, which is in the range mentioned above. So
we can expect no domain demixing of our as-cast ternary blends. Another point of consideration
should be the kinetic parameters, meaning the diffusion coefficient of the SMA in the donor
polymer. Hu et al., measured the diffusion coefficient of ITIC-2Cl and ITIC-2F in FTAZ through
time-of-flight secondary-ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) measurement. The estimated
diffusion coefficient was 3.4x10-23 and 2.0x10-22 cm2/s respectively28. For low miscibility systems
a diffusion coefficient below 10-22 cm2/s, can ensure sufficient kinetic stabilization from
diffusion23. Also ITIC forms a polymorph at around 100°C, which creates a metastable phase166.
This ITIC polymorph cannot further evolved due to the diffusion restriction at this temperature
which is lower than the glass transition temperature of ITIC. Both binary and ternary blend storage
modulus shows the polymorph formation at around 100°C (Figure 5.9). We also checked the
annealing impact on FTAZ: N2200 (1:1) binary blends, to understand if the binary all polymer
part has any impact on the origin of the ternary blend device efficiency enhancement. The details
of the parameters and the I-V characteristics are given in Figure 5.10 (a) and (b). RSOXS analysis
using a photon energy of at 284 eV shows similar q value for 3 different annealing temperatures
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but the peak intensity starts dropping from 150°C and minimizes at 180°C. Higher purity in phase
separated domains results into lower device efficiency.74 In this case the change is so subtle that
no conclusion can be drawn from it.

Figure 5.6 (a) FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.7:0.3) (b) FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blends device shelf
stability.
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Table 5.3 Photovoltaic performance of the FTAZ: N2200: ITM devices.
FTAZ:N2200:ITM

Jsc (mA/cm2)

Voc (V)

FF (%)

blends (1:0.7:0.3)
As-cast

PCE (%)
(max PCE)

13.07±0.48

0.91±0.002

54.15±0.72

6.45±0.18
(6.66)

120°C 10 minutes

12.16±0.13

0.918±0.01

59.60±0.77

6.57±0.06
(6.81)

160°C 10 minutes

12.19±0.48

0.91±0.002

62.53±0.13

6.95±0.07
(7.01)

180°C 10 minutes

12.58±0.25

0.89±0.01

63.78±0.35

7.16±0.15
(7.24)

200°C 10 minutes

14.19±0.05

0.25±0.001

31.11±0.08

1.3±0.25
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Table 5.4 Photovoltaic performance of the FTAZ: N2200: ITM devices.
FTAZ:N2200:ITM

Jsc(mA/cm2)

Voc (V)

FF (%)

PCE(%)(max PCE)

11.21±0.23

0.906±0.001

61.71±0.41

6.27±0.07

blends (1:0.8:0.2)
As-cast

(6.35)
120°C 10 minutes

12.08±0.11

0.918±0.01

58.67±0.35

6.51±0.058
(6.72)

160°C 10 minutes

12.11±0.41

0.911±0.001

62.66±0.10

6.91±0.066
(7.01)

180°C 10 minutes

12.40±0.21

0.892±0.01

64.08±0.26

7.08±0.10
(7.16)

200°C 10 minutes

9.103±0.19

0.72±0.01

42.98±0.41

2.83±0.09
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Figure 5.7 detailed device parameter change of (a) as-cast (b) 120°C (c) 150°C and (d) 180°C
annealed FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) blends.
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Figure 5.8 detailed device parameter change of (a) as-cast (b) 120°C (c) 150°C and (d) 180°C
annealed FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.7:0.3) blends.
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Figure 5.9 ITM polymorph formation at around 100°C.
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Figure 5.10 (a) FTAZ:N2200 (1:1) blend (a) FF and PCE behavior (b) I-V characteristics (c)
RSOXS behavior at beam energy 284 eV different annealing temperature.

5.2.4. Morphological behavior
To understand the morphological changes with annealing we checked the grazing incidence
wide angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) of the annealed blend films of FTAZ: N2200: ITM
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(1:0.8:0.2) and (1:0.7:0.3) blends. From the GIWAXS profiles, the FTAZ: N2200: ITM ternary
blend films exhibit a well-defined and broad π–π stacking peak in the out-of-plane direction. WE
also checked neat ITM GIWAXS behavior to identify the ITM crystallization signature on the
ternary blends. For 180°C annealed blend the (1:0.8:0.2) blends does not show the crystal signature
of ITM, however the FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.7:0.3) blend shows ITM Characteristic 00l peak
suggesting the crystal of ITM was formed. This ITM crystallization of (1:0.7:0.3) blend explains
the shorter shelf life stability of (1:0.7:0.3) blends compared to the (1:0.8:0.2) blend.
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Figure 5.11 GIWAXS profile of ITM and FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) and (1:0.7:0.3) blends
annealed at 180°C for 10 minutes.
5.3. Discussion
We have explored the impact of ternary fullerene and non-fullerene-SMA addition on the
binary all polymer solar cell blends photovoltaic and mechanical properties. It has been found both
PC61BM and ITM positively impact the device efficiency of the blend, though the impact is slightly
higher in case of PC61BM addition than ITM addition. In both cases up to a certain % of PC61BM
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and ITM addition increases the device efficiency and after that it drops. Previously researchers
related this behavior with the aggregation of SMA. For both type of blends the drop of PCE
accompanies with huge drop in FF value, suggesting the morphological change. In case of FTAZITM blend thermal annealing has always been found as a positive impact. Following this route we
explored the impact of annealing in both type of ternary blends. The impact of annealing in terms
of device efficiency was affirmative for both FTAZ: N2200 (1:1) and FTAZ: N2200: ITM
(1:0.8:0.2) and (1:0.7:0.3) blends. Annealing worsened the device efficiency of PC61BM ternary
blends. The ternary blends containing PC61BM and ITM not only showed impressive device
efficiency but also provided strikingly good shelf life stability. In case of FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM
blends as cast blends were pretty stable in dark nitrogen environment for 30 days. Similar behavior
was obtained in case of FTAZ: N2200: ITM (1:0.8:0.2) ternary blends. However, the
FTAZ:N2200:ITM (1:0.7:0.3) blends efficiency dropped fast with time, the GIWAXS analysis
showed strong SMA crystallization signature at 180°C and some aggregation behavior at 120 and
160°C annealing, which could be the possible reason behind this behavior. The mechanical
properties of the ternary blends were remarkable too. The ternary blends showed a combination of
binary FTAZ: ITM (1:1) and FTAZ: N2200 (1: 1) blends mechanical behavior. While the yield
strength and elastic modulus of the ternary blend increased because of the incorporation of Stiff
SMA, The ductility did not drop. The % EAB of the blends were consistent, Similar behavior was
found in case of FTAZ: N2200: PC61BM blends. Thermomechanical relaxation of the blend
suggested stronger sub-Tg relaxation of the ternary blends which is aligned to the high modulus
of toughness behavior of the blends.
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5.4. Experimental section
5.4.1. Materials
FTAZ (Mn of 90 kg/mol and PDI of x) was synthesized as previously reported61,192. The
MWs were determined using high-temperature gel permeation chromatography relative to the
polystyrene standard. The acceptor polymer N2200 with a Mn of 90 kg/mol and a PDI of 2.4 was
procured from1-Material Inc.
5.4.2 Film and Device Preparation
Identical device architectures of indium tin oxide (ITO)/Zinc oxide (ZnO)/BHJ active
layer/MoO3/Ag were used in the preparation of the devices. 109.5 mg of zinc acetate was dissolved
in a mixture of 30.5 μL of ethanolamine and 1 mL of methoxyethanol with stirring for at least 5
hours193.The solution was then spin-coated on clean ITO-coated glass substrates at 6000 rpm for
50 s. The spin-coated film was immediately annealed at 150 °C for 15 min, resulting in a ~30 nm
thick ZnO film. FTAZ and N2200 were dissolved in chloroform (CF) at a donor/acceptor ratio of
1:1 by weight with a solution concentration of 15mg/mL. The solutions were stirred and heated
overnight at 60 °C. The solution was spun cast at 1000 RPM for 60 secs to obtain a thickness of
around x nm. For the ternary blends 16mg/mL,16.5mg/mL and 17 mg/mL solution concentration
was used for 1:0.8:0.2, 1:0.7:0.3 1nd 1:0.6:0.4 respectively. A spin coating recipe of 1200RPm of
60 secs was used and a thickness of ~110nm was obtained. A 10 nm-thick layer of MoO3 and a
100 nm-thick layer of Ag were thermally evaporated on the active layer at a pressure of 5 × 10−6
mbar and patterned using a shadow mask resulting in a solar cell area of 7.6 mm2. The solar cell
performance was tested using Oriel Sol3A (Newport Corporation) solar simulator under
illumination of AM 1.5G. The absorbance of the polymer films was measured using an Ocean
Optics Jazz spectrometer.
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5.4.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Dynamic mechanical analysis was conducted using a TA instruments DMA 850. All test
samples were prepared using a previously described KIT method.67 A total film thickness of ~700
nm was used for each sample, achieved by stacking multiple spin coated films. All the temperature
scans were run at 1 Hz frequency at an oscillating strain of 0.2 %. The temperature ramp of 3
°C/min was used, and the peaks in the tan δ curve were used to identify thermal transition
temperatures. All samples were heated up to 100 °C and then cooled to the desired starting
temperature prior to testing.
5.4.4. Film on Water (FOW) measurement
For the film on water tensile tests, the film of interest was spin coated on a PSS coated
glass substrate and then cut into a dog bone shape using the CO2 laser cutter (1% power, 100%
speed, and 1000 PPI). The film was floated onto water in a custom FOW test setup, and the test
was conducted as previously described at a strain rate of 1%/sec.149 For FOW measurement neat
film thickness was maintained similar to the device active layer thickness.
5.5. Conclusion
In our present work, the incorporation of PC61BM and ITM in FTAZ: N2200 blend has
been studied. Incorporation of third component increased the device efficiency and in PC61BM
blend cases cross the value of both FTAZ: N2200 (1:1) and FTAZ: PC61BM (1:1) blends device
efficiency. The ITM ternary blends OSC performance was further improved through annealing,
and has greater shelf life stability than the binary polymer: SMA and polymer: polymer blends. In
terms of mechanical properties, the ternary blend showed impressive combination of elastic
modulus and ductility which is desired for the wearable and portable device application.
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